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The following documents comprise the executed contract between the 
Region 4 Education Service Center and CORE Construction Services of 
Texas, Inc., effective May 1, 2020: 

 

I. Vendor Contract and Signature Form 
II. Supplier’s Response to the RFP, incorporated by reference 
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APPENDIX A 

 CONTRACT 
This Contract (“Contract”) is made as of May 1, 2020 by and between 

  (“Contractor”) and Region 4 Education Service Center 
(“Region 4 ESC”) for the purchase of Disaster and Non-Disaster Restoration of Opernational 
Services (“the products and services”). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, Region 4 ESC issued Request for Proposals Number R______ for Disaster and 
Non-Disaster Restoration of Opernational Services (“RFP”), to which Contractor provided a 
response (“Proposal”); and 
WHEREAS, Region 4 ESC selected Contractor’s Proposal and wishes to engage Contractor in 
providing the services/materials described in the RFP and Proposal; 

WHEREAS, both parties agree and understand the following pages will constitute the Contract 
between the Contractor and Region 4 ESC, having its principal place of business at 7145 West 
Tidwell Road, Houston, TX 77092. 

WHEREAS, Contractor included, in writing, any required exceptions or deviations from these 
terms, conditions, and specifications; and it is further understood that, if agreed to by Region 4 
ESC, said exceptions or deviations are incorporated into the Contract. 

WHEREAS, this Contract consists of the provisions set forth below, including provisions of all 
attachments referenced herein. In the event of a conflict between the provisions set forth below 
and those contained in any attachment, the provisions set forth below shall control. 

WHEREAS, the Contract will provide that any state and local governmental entities, public and 
private primary, secondary and higher education entities, non-profit entities, and agencies for the 
public benefit (“Public Agencies”) may purchase products and services at prices indicated in the 
Contract upon the Public Agency’s registration with OMNIA Partners. 

1) Term of agreement. The term of the Contract is for a period of two (2) years unless 
terminated, canceled or extended as otherwise provided herein. Region 4 ESC shall have 
the right to renew the Contract for three (3) additional one-year periods or portions thereof. 
Region 4 ESC shall review the Contract prior to the renewal date and notify the Contractor of 
Region 4 ESC’s intent renew the Contract. Contractor may elect not to renew by providing 
three hundred sixty-five days’ (365) notice to Region 4 ESC. Notwithstanding the expiration 
of the initial term or any subsequent term or all renewal options, Region 4 ESC and 
Contractor may mutually agree to extend the term of this Agreement. Contractor 
acknowledges and understands Region 4 ESC is under no obligation whatsoever to extend 
the term of this Agreement.

2) Scope:  Contractor shall perform all duties, responsibilities and obligations, set forth in this
agreement, and described in the RFP, incorporated herein by reference as though fully set
forth herein.

3) Form of Contract. The form of Contract shall be the RFP, the Offeror’s proposal and Best and
Final Offer(s). 

CORE Construction Services of 
Texas, Inc.

191604
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4) Order of Precedence. In the event of a conflict in the provisions of the Contract as accepted
by Region 4 ESC, the following order of precedence shall prevail:

i. This Contract
ii. Offeror’s Best and Final Offer
iii. Offeror’s proposal
iv. RFP and any addenda

5) Commencement of Work. The Contractor is cautioned not to commence any billable work or
provide any material or service under this Contract until Contractor receives a purchase order
for such work or is otherwise directed to do so in writing by Region 4 ESC.

6) Entire Agreement (Parol evidence). The Contract, as specified above, represents the final
written expression of agreement. All agreements are contained herein and no other 
agreements or representations that materially alter it are acceptable. 

7) Assignment of Contract. No assignment of Contract may be made without the prior written
approval of Region 4 ESC. Contractor is required to notify Region 4 ESC when any material
change in operations is made (i.e. bankruptcy, change of ownership, merger, etc.).

8) Novation. If Contractor sells or transfers all assets or the entire portion of the assets used to
perform this Contract, a successor in interest must guarantee to perform all obligations under
this Contract. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to accept or reject any new party.  A change
of name agreement will not change the contractual obligations of Contractor.

9) Contract Alterations. No alterations to the terms of this Contract shall be valid or binding
unless authorized and signed by Region 4 ESC.

10) Adding Authorized Distributors/Dealers. Contractor is prohibited from authorizing additional
distributors or dealers, other than those identified at the time of submitting their proposal, to
sell under the Contract without notification and prior written approval from Region 4 ESC.
Contractor must notify Region 4 ESC each time it wishes to add an authorized distributor or
dealer. Purchase orders and payment can only be made to the Contractor unless otherwise
approved by Region 4 ESC. Pricing provided to members by added distributors or dealers
must also be less than or equal to the Contractor’s pricing.

11) TERMINATION OF CONTRACT

a) Cancellation for Non-Performance or Contractor Deficiency. Region 4 ESC may terminate
the Contract if purchase volume is determined to be low volume in any 12-month period.
Region 4 ESC reserves the right to cancel the whole or any part of this Contract due to
failure by Contractor to carry out any obligation, term or condition of the contract.  Region
4 ESC may issue a written deficiency notice to Contractor for acting or failing to act in any
of the following:

i. Providing material that does not meet the specifications of the Contract;
ii. Providing work or material was not awarded under the Contract;
iii. Failing to adequately perform the services set forth in the scope of work and

specifications;
iv. Failing to complete required work or furnish required materials within a reasonable

amount of time;
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v. Failing to make progress in performance of the Contract or giving Region 4 ESC
reason to believe Contractor will not or cannot perform the requirements of the
Contract; or

vi. Performing work or providing services under the Contract prior to receiving an
authorized purchase order.

Upon receipt of a written deficiency notice, Contractor shall have ten (10) days to provide 
a satisfactory response to Region 4 ESC. Failure to adequately address all issues of 
concern may result in Contract cancellation.  Upon cancellation under this paragraph, all 
goods, materials, work, documents, data and reports prepared by Contractor under the 
Contract shall immediately become the property of Region 4 ESC. 

b) Termination for Cause. If, for any reason, Contractor fails to fulfill its obligation in a timely
manner, or Contractor violates any of the covenants, agreements, or stipulations of this
Contract Region 4 ESC reserves the right to terminate the Contract immediately and
pursue all other applicable remedies afforded by law. Such termination shall be effective
by delivery of notice, to the Contractor, specifying the effective date of termination. In such
event, all documents, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models and reports
prepared by Contractor will become the property of the Region 4 ESC. If such event does
occur, Contractor will be entitled to receive just and equitable compensation for the
satisfactory work completed on such documents.

c) Delivery/Service Failures. Failure to deliver goods or services within the time specified, or
within a reasonable time period as interpreted by the purchasing agent or failure to make
replacements or corrections of rejected articles/services when so requested shall
constitute grounds for the Contract to be terminated. In the event Region 4 ESC must
purchase in an open market, Contractor agrees to reimburse Region 4 ESC, within a
reasonable time period, for all expenses incurred.

d) Force Majeure. If by reason of Force Majeure, either party hereto shall be rendered unable
wholly or in part to carry out its obligations under this Agreement then such party shall
give notice and full particulars of Force Majeure in writing to the other party within a
reasonable time after occurrence of the event or cause relied upon, and the obligation of
the party giving such notice, so far as it is affected by such Force Majeure, shall be
suspended during the continuance of the inability then claimed, except as hereinafter
provided, but for no longer period, and such party shall endeavor to remove or overcome
such inability with all reasonable dispatch.
The term Force Majeure as employed herein, shall mean acts of God, strikes, lockouts, or
other industrial disturbances, act of public enemy, orders of any kind of government of the
United States or the State of Texas or any civil or military authority; insurrections; riots;
epidemics; landslides; lighting; earthquake; fires; hurricanes; storms; floods; washouts;
droughts; arrests; restraint of government and people; civil disturbances; explosions,
breakage or accidents to machinery, pipelines or canals, or other causes not reasonably
within the control of the party claiming such inability. It is understood and agreed that the
settlement of strikes and lockouts shall be entirely within the discretion of the party having
the difficulty, and that the above requirement that any Force Majeure shall be remedied
with all reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes and lockouts by
acceding to the demands of the opposing party or parties when such settlement is
unfavorable in the judgment of the party having the difficulty.

e) Standard Cancellation. Region 4 ESC may cancel this Contract in whole or in part by
providing written notice.  The cancellation will take effect 30 business days after the other
party receives the notice of cancellation.  After the 30th business day all work will cease
following completion of final purchase order.

12) Licenses. Contractor shall maintain in current status all federal, state and local licenses, bonds
and permits required for the operation of the business conducted by Contractor. Contractor
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shall remain fully informed of and in compliance with all ordinances and regulations pertaining 
to the lawful provision of services under the Contract. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to stop 
work and/or cancel the Contract if Contractor’s license(s) expire, lapse, are suspended or 
terminated. 

13) Survival Clause. All applicable software license agreements, warranties or service
agreements that are entered into between Contractor and Region 4 ESC under the terms and
conditions of the Contract shall survive the expiration or termination of the Contract.  All
Purchase Orders issued and accepted by Contractor shall survive expiration or termination of
the Contract.

14) Delivery. Conforming product shall be shipped within 7 days of receipt of Purchase Order. If
delivery is not or cannot be made within this time period, the Contractor must receive
authorization for the delayed delivery. The order may be canceled if the estimated shipping
time is not acceptable. All deliveries shall be freight prepaid, F.O.B. Destination and shall be
included in all pricing offered unless otherwise clearly stated in writing.

15) Inspection & Acceptance. If defective or incorrect material is delivered, Region 4 ESC may
make the determination to return the material to the Contractor at no cost to Region 4 ESC.
The Contractor agrees to pay all shipping costs for the return shipment. Contractor shall be
responsible for arranging the return of the defective or incorrect material.

16) Payments. Payment shall be made after satisfactory performance, in accordance with all
provisions thereof, and upon receipt of a properly completed invoice.

17) Price Adjustments. Should it become necessary or proper during the term of this Contract to
make any change in design or any alterations that will increase price, Region 4 ESC must be
notified immediately. Price increases must be approved by Region 4 ESC and no payment for
additional materials or services, beyond the amount stipulated in the Contract shall be paid
without prior approval. All price increases must be supported by manufacturer documentation,
or a formal cost justification letter. Contractor must honor previous prices for thirty (30) days
after approval and written notification from Region 4 ESC. It is the Contractor’s responsibility
to keep all pricing up to date and on file with Region 4 ESC.  All price changes must be
provided to Region 4 ESC, using the same format as was provided and accepted in the
Contractor’s proposal.

Price reductions may be offered at any time during Contract. Special, time-limited reductions 
are permissible under the following conditions: 1) reduction is available to all users equally; 2) 
reduction is for a specific period, normally not less than thirty (30) days; and 3) original price 
is not exceeded after the time-limit. Contractor shall offer Region 4 ESC any published price 
reduction during the Contract term. 

18) Audit Rights. Contractor shall, at its sole expense, maintain appropriate due diligence of all
purchases made by Region 4 ESC and any entity that utilizes this Contract. Region 4 ESC
reserves the right to audit the accounting for a period of three (3) years from the time such
purchases are made. This audit right shall survive termination of this Agreement for a period
of one (1) year from the effective date of termination. Region 4 ESC shall have the authority
to conduct random audits of Contractor’s pricing at Region 4 ESC's sole cost and expense.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that Region 4 ESC is made aware of any pricing
being offered that is materially inconsistent with the pricing under this agreement, Region 4
ESC shall have the ability to conduct an extensive audit of Contractor’s pricing at Contractor’s
sole cost and expense. Region 4 ESC may conduct the audit internally or may engage a third-
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party auditing firm. In the event of an audit, the requested materials shall be provided in the 
format and at the location designated by Region 4 ESC. 

19) Discontinued Products. If a product or model is discontinued by the manufacturer, Contractor
may substitute a new product or model if the replacement product meets or exceeds the
specifications and performance of the discontinued model and if the discount is the same or
greater than the discontinued model.

20) New Products/Services. New products and/or services that meet the scope of work may be
added to the Contract.  Pricing shall be equivalent to the percentage discount for other
products. Contractor may replace or add product lines if the line is replacing or supplementing
products, is equal or superior to the original products, is discounted similarly or greater than
the original discount, and if the products meet the requirements of the Contract. No products
and/or services may be added to avoid competitive procurement requirements. Region 4 ESC
may require additions to be submitted with documentation from Members demonstrating an
interest in, or a potential requirement for, the new product or service. Region 4 ESC may reject
any additions without cause.

21) Options.  Optional equipment for products under Contract may be added to the Contract at
the time they become available under the following conditions: 1) the option is priced at a
discount similar to other options; 2) the option is an enhancement to the unit that improves
performance or reliability.

22) Warranty Conditions. All supplies, equipment and services shall include manufacturer's
minimum standard warranty and one (1) year labor warranty unless otherwise agreed to in
writing.

23) Site Cleanup. Contractor shall clean up and remove all debris and rubbish resulting from their
work as required or directed.  Upon completion of the work, the premises shall be left in good
repair and an orderly, neat, clean, safe and unobstructed condition.

24) Site Preparation. Contractor shall not begin a project for which the site has not been prepared,
unless Contractor does the preparation work at no cost, or until Region 4 ESC includes the
cost of site preparation in a purchase order.  Site preparation includes, but is not limited to:
moving furniture, installing wiring for networks or power, and similar pre-installation
requirements.

25) Registered Sex Offender Restrictions.  For work to be performed at schools, Contractor
agrees no employee or employee of a subcontractor who has been adjudicated to be a
registered sex offender will perform work at any time when students are or are reasonably
expected to be present.  Contractor agrees a violation of this condition shall be considered a
material breach and may result in the cancellation of the purchase order at Region 4 ESC’s
discretion.  Contractor must identify any additional costs associated with compliance of this
term.  If no costs are specified, compliance with this term will be provided at no additional
charge.

26) Safety measures.  Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions for the safety of employees
on the worksite and shall erect and properly maintain all necessary safeguards for protection
of workers and the public. Contractor shall post warning signs against all hazards created by
its operation and work in progress. Proper precautions shall be taken pursuant to state law
and standard practices to protect workers, general public and existing structures from injury
or damage.
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27) Smoking.  Persons working under the Contract shall adhere to local smoking policies.
Smoking will only be permitted in posted areas or off premises.

28) Stored materials. Upon prior written agreement between the Contractor and Region 4 ESC,
payment may be made for materials not incorporated in the work but delivered and suitably
stored at the site or some other location, for installation at a later date. An inventory of the
stored materials must be provided to Region 4 ESC prior to payment. Such materials must be
stored and protected in a secure location and be insured for their full value by the Contractor
against loss and damage. Contractor agrees to provide proof of coverage and additionally
insured upon request. Additionally, if stored offsite, the materials must also be clearly identified
as property of Region 4 ESC and be separated from other materials. Region 4 ESC must be
allowed reasonable opportunity to inspect and take inventory of stored materials, on or offsite,
as necessary. Until final acceptance by Region 4 ESC, it shall be the Contractor's
responsibility to protect all materials and equipment. Contractor warrants and guarantees that
title for all work, materials and equipment shall pass to Region 4 ESC upon final acceptance.

29) Funding Out Clause.  A Contract for the acquisition, including lease, of real or personal
property is a commitment of Region 4 ESC’s current revenue only.  Region 4 ESC retains the
right to terminate the Contract at the expiration of each budget period during the term of the
Contract and is conditioned on a best effort attempt by Region 4 ESC to obtain appropriate
funds for payment of the contract.

30) Indemnity. Contractor shall protect, indemnify, and hold harmless both Region 4 ESC and its
administrators, employees and agents against all claims, damages, losses and expenses
arising out of or resulting from the actions of the Contractor, Contractor employees or
subcontractors in the preparation of the solicitation and the later execution of the Contract.
Any litigation involving either Region 4 ESC, its administrators and employees and agents will
be in Harris County, Texas.

31) Marketing. Contractor agrees to allow Region 4 ESC to use their name and logo within
website, marketing materials and advertisement.  Any use of Region 4 ESC name and logo
or any form of publicity, inclusive of press releases, regarding this Contract by Contractor must
have prior approval from Region 4 ESC.

32) Certificates of Insurance. Certificates of insurance shall be delivered to the Region 4 ESC
prior to commencement of work.  The Contractor shall give Region 4 ESC a minimum of ten
(10) days’ notice prior to any modifications or cancellation of policies. The Contractor shall
require all subcontractors performing any work to maintain coverage as specified.

33) Legal Obligations. It is Contractor’s responsibility to be aware of and comply with all local,
state, and federal laws governing the sale of products/services and shall comply with all laws
while fulfilling the Contract.  Applicable laws and regulation must be followed even if not
specifically identified herein.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGION 4 “ESC”  FOR DISASTER AND NON-DISASTER RESTORATION OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES

COVER LETTER

January 8, 2020

RE:  Proposal for Region 4 “ESC” For Disaster and Non-Disaster Restoration of Operational Services

Dear Selection Committee:

We believe that the Region 4 Education Service Center deserves a contractor who has a breadth of experience 
in Disaster Recovery and JOC projects, and one who knows the sensitivities of building within occupied 
environments.

Our credentials to serve you include the following:
• Founded in 1937; headquartered in Frisco, TX
• 4th Largest K-12 Builder in the United States
• Over $2 million in JOC revenue per year in Texas
• Over 1400+ JOC projects completed nationally
• Over 4800+ Disaster Recovery buildings restored

Below are a few reasons why CORE is uniquely qualified to exceed your expectations:

• Dedicated JOC Team – Our JOC Division is 100% dedicated to being experts in the field and providing 
exceptional Job Order Contracting Services. Our JOC Division works around the clock to serve our clients 
by providing quick response times, qualified subcontractors, accurate estimates, trained professionals and 
quality construction, all of which are essential to successful JOC Operations.

• Depth of JOC Experience – We have delivered more than $125 million worth of Job Order Contracting 
services, totaling over 1200 job orders, to Owners throughout the public sector. These job orders involved 
vertical and horizontal construction and ranged in size and complexity from emergency repairs, occupied 
interior renovations to new construction. Our largest JOC project completed to date is $3.3 million.

• Disaster Recovery – With over 5,200 Disaster Recovery homes restored in the U.S. and the Caribbean, 
CORE’s Disaster Recovery Division has extensive experience with FEMA-funded contracts (residential 
recovery contracts, GOHSEP-approved projects, CDBG-funded projects, etc.) We understand the 
complex logistics and time sensitivity that go into Disaster Recovery Projects.

• Texas Client Base – We have performed over 400 job orders totaling over $11 million in Texas since 2010. 
We have served institutions including Texas Woman’s University, University of North Texas, Collin College, 
Richardson ISD, McKinney ISD, Eagle Mountain - Saginaw ISD, Birdville ISD and a host of municipalities 
including Coppell, Garland, Frisco, Plano, Lewisville, Irving and Richardson. 

We thank you for your consideration and look forward to becoming a JOC partner with Allen ISD. Should you 
have any questions, feel free to call me at 972.668.9340.

Respectfully,

Region 4 ESC Office
7145 West Tidwell Road
Houston, TX 77092

Gary Frazier, President
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APPENDIX A

DRAFT CONTRACT
This Contract (“Contract”) is made as of __________, 2020 by and between 

(“Contractor”) and Region 4 Education Service Center 
(“Region 4 ESC”) for the purchase of ___________________________________________(“the 
products and services”).

RECITALS

WHEREAS, Region 4 ESC issued Request for Proposals Number R______ for _______ (“RFP”), 
to which Contractor provided a response (“Proposal”); and

WHEREAS, Region 4 ESC selected Contractor’s Proposal and wishes to engage Contractor in 
providing the services/materials described in the RFP and Proposal;

WHEREAS, both parties agree and understand the following pages will constitute the Contract 
between the Contractor and Region 4 ESC, having its principal place of business at 7145 West 
Tidwell Road, Houston, TX 77092.

WHEREAS, Contractor included, in writing, any required exceptions or deviations from these 
terms, conditions, and specifications; and it is further understood that, if agreed to by Region 4 
ESC, said exceptions or deviations are incorporated into the Contract.

WHEREAS, this Contract consists of the provisions set forth below, including provisions of all 
attachments referenced herein. In the event of a conflict between the provisions set forth below 
and those contained in any attachment, the provisions set forth below shall control.

WHEREAS, the Contract will provide that any state and local governmental entities, public and 
private primary, secondary and higher education entities, non-profit entities, and agencies for the 
public benefit (“Public Agencies”) may purchase products and services at prices indicated in the
Contract upon the Public Agency’s registration with OMNIA Partners.

1) Term of agreement. The term of the Contract is for a period of three (3) years unless 
terminated, canceled or extended as otherwise provided herein. Region 4 ESC shall have 
the right to renew the Contract for two (2) additional one-year periods or portions thereof. 
Region 4 ESC shall review the Contract prior to the renewal date and notify the Contractor 
of Region 4 ESC’s intent renew the Contract. Contractor may elect not to renew by providing 
three hundred sixty-five days’ (365) notice to Region 4 ESC. Notwithstanding the expiration 
of the initial term or any subsequent term or all renewal options, Region 4 ESC and 
Contractor may mutually agree to extend the term of this Agreement. Contractor 
acknowledges and understands Region 4 ESC is under no obligation whatsoever to extend 
the term of this Agreement.

2) Scope: Contractor shall perform all duties, responsibilities and obligations, set forth in this 
agreement, and described in the RFP, incorporated herein by reference as though fully set 
forth herein.

3) Form of Contract. The form of Contract shall be the RFP, the Offeror’s proposal and Best and 
Final Offer(s).

PAGE 1

The “Draft Contract” will be filled out by 
CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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4) Order of Precedence. In the event of a conflict in the provisions of the Contract as accepted 
by Region 4 ESC, the following order of precedence shall prevail:

i. This Contract
ii. Offeror’s Best and Final Offer
iii. Offeror’s proposal
iv. RFP and any addenda

5) Commencement of Work. The Contractor is cautioned not to commence any billable work or 
provide any material or service under this Contract until Contractor receives a purchase order 
for such work or is otherwise directed to do so in writing by Region 4 ESC.

6) Entire Agreement (Parol evidence). The Contract, as specified above, represents the final 
written expression of agreement. All agreements are contained herein and no other 
agreements or representations that materially alter it are acceptable.

7) Assignment of Contract. No assignment of Contract may be made without the prior written 
approval of Region 4 ESC. Contractor is required to notify Region 4 ESC when any material 
change in operations is made (i.e. bankruptcy, change of ownership, merger, etc.).

8) Novation. If Contractor sells or transfers all assets or the entire portion of the assets used to 
perform this Contract, a successor in interest must guarantee to perform all obligations under 
this Contract. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to accept or reject any new party.  A change 
of name agreement will not change the contractual obligations of Contractor.

9) Contract Alterations. No alterations to the terms of this Contract shall be valid or binding 
unless authorized and signed by Region 4 ESC.

10) Adding Authorized Distributors/Dealers. Contractor is prohibited from authorizing additional 
distributors or dealers, other than those identified at the time of submitting their proposal, to 
sell under the Contract without notification and prior written approval from Region 4 ESC.
Contractor must notify Region 4 ESC each time it wishes to add an authorized distributor or 
dealer. Purchase orders and payment can only be made to the Contractor unless otherwise 
approved by Region 4 ESC. Pricing provided to members by added distributors or dealers 
must also be less than or equal to the Contractor’s pricing.

11) TERMINATION OF CONTRACT 

a) Cancellation for Non-Performance or Contractor Deficiency. Region 4 ESC may terminate 
the Contract if purchase volume is determined to be low volume in any 12-month period.  
Region 4 ESC reserves the right to cancel the whole or any part of this Contract due to 
failure by Contractor to carry out any obligation, term or condition of the contract.  Region 
4 ESC may issue a written deficiency notice to Contractor for acting or failing to act in any 
of the following: 

i. Providing material that does not meet the specifications of the Contract;
ii. Providing work or material was not awarded under the Contract;
iii. Failing to adequately perform the services set forth in the scope of work and 

specifications; 
iv. Failing to complete required work or furnish required materials within a reasonable 

amount of time; 

PAGE 2
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v. Failing to make progress in performance of the Contract or giving Region 4 ESC
reason to believe Contractor will not or cannot perform the requirements of the
Contract; or

vi. Performing work or providing services under the Contract prior to receiving an 
authorized purchase order.

Upon receipt of a written deficiency notice, Contractor shall have ten (10) days to provide 
a satisfactory response to Region 4 ESC. Failure to adequately address all issues of 
concern may result in Contract cancellation.  Upon cancellation under this paragraph, all 
goods, materials, work, documents, data and reports prepared by Contractor under the 
Contract shall immediately become the property of Region 4 ESC.

b) Termination for Cause. If, for any reason, Contractor fails to fulfill its obligation in a timely
manner, or Contractor violates any of the covenants, agreements, or stipulations of this 
Contract Region 4 ESC reserves the right to terminate the Contract immediately and 
pursue all other applicable remedies afforded by law. Such termination shall be effective 
by delivery of notice, to the Contractor, specifying the effective date of termination. In such 
event, all documents, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps, models and reports 
prepared by Contractor will become the property of the Region 4 ESC. If such event does 
occur, Contractor will be entitled to receive just and equitable compensation for the 
satisfactory work completed on such documents.

c) Delivery/Service Failures. Failure to deliver goods or services within the time specified, or 
within a reasonable time period as interpreted by the purchasing agent or failure to make 
replacements or corrections of rejected articles/services when so requested shall 
constitute grounds for the Contract to be terminated. In the event Region 4 ESC must 
purchase in an open market, Contractor agrees to reimburse Region 4 ESC, within a 
reasonable time period, for all expenses incurred. 

d) Force Majeure. If by reason of Force Majeure, either party hereto shall be rendered unable 
wholly or in part to carry out its obligations under this Agreement then such party shall 
give notice and full particulars of Force Majeure in writing to the other party within a 
reasonable time after occurrence of the event or cause relied upon, and the obligation of 
the party giving such notice, so far as it is affected by such Force Majeure, shall be 
suspended during the continuance of the inability then claimed, except as hereinafter 
provided, but for no longer period, and such party shall endeavor to remove or overcome 
such inability with all reasonable dispatch. 
The term Force Majeure as employed herein, shall mean acts of God, strikes, lockouts, or 
other industrial disturbances, act of public enemy, orders of any kind of government of the 
United States or the State of Texas or any civil or military authority; insurrections; riots; 
epidemics; landslides; lighting; earthquake; fires; hurricanes; storms; floods; washouts; 
droughts; arrests; restraint of government and people; civil disturbances; explosions, 
breakage or accidents to machinery, pipelines or canals, or other causes not reasonably 
within the control of the party claiming such inability. It is understood and agreed that the 
settlement of strikes and lockouts shall be entirely within the discretion of the party having 
the difficulty, and that the above requirement that any Force Majeure shall be remedied 
with all reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes and lockouts by 
acceding to the demands of the opposing party or parties when such settlement is 
unfavorable in the judgment of the party having the difficulty.

e) Standard Cancellation. Region 4 ESC may cancel this Contract in whole or in part by 
providing written notice.  The cancellation will take effect 30 business days after the other 
party receives the notice of cancellation.  After the 30th business day all work will cease 
following completion of final purchase order.

12) Licenses. Contractor shall maintain in current status all federal, state and local licenses, bonds 
and permits required for the operation of the business conducted by Contractor. Contractor

PAGE 3
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shall remain fully informed of and in compliance with all ordinances and regulations pertaining 
to the lawful provision of services under the Contract. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to stop 
work and/or cancel the Contract if Contractor’s license(s) expire, lapse, are suspended or 
terminated.

13) Survival Clause. All applicable software license agreements, warranties or service 
agreements that are entered into between Contractor and Region 4 ESC under the terms and 
conditions of the Contract shall survive the expiration or termination of the Contract. All 
Purchase Orders issued and accepted by Contractor shall survive expiration or termination of 
the Contract.

14) Delivery. Conforming product shall be shipped within 7 days of receipt of Purchase Order. If 
delivery is not or cannot be made within this time period, the Contractor must receive 
authorization for the delayed delivery. The order may be canceled if the estimated shipping 
time is not acceptable. All deliveries shall be freight prepaid, F.O.B. Destination and shall be 
included in all pricing offered unless otherwise clearly stated in writing.

15) Inspection & Acceptance. If defective or incorrect material is delivered, Region 4 ESC may 
make the determination to return the material to the Contractor at no cost to Region 4 ESC.
The Contractor agrees to pay all shipping costs for the return shipment. Contractor shall be 
responsible for arranging the return of the defective or incorrect material.

16) Payments. Payment shall be made after satisfactory performance, in accordance with all 
provisions thereof, and upon receipt of a properly completed invoice.

17) Price Adjustments. Should it become necessary or proper during the term of this Contract to 
make any change in design or any alterations that will increase price, Region 4 ESC must be 
notified immediately. Price increases must be approved by Region 4 ESC and no payment for 
additional materials or services, beyond the amount stipulated in the Contract shall be paid 
without prior approval. All price increases must be supported by manufacturer documentation, 
or a formal cost justification letter. Contractor must honor previous prices for thirty (30) days 
after approval and written notification from Region 4 ESC. It is the Contractor’s responsibility 
to keep all pricing up to date and on file with Region 4 ESC.  All price changes must be 
provided to Region 4 ESC, using the same format as was provided and accepted in the 
Contractor’s proposal.

Price reductions may be offered at any time during Contract. Special, time-limited reductions 
are permissible under the following conditions: 1) reduction is available to all users equally; 2) 
reduction is for a specific period, normally not less than thirty (30) days; and 3) original price 
is not exceeded after the time-limit. Contractor shall offer Region 4 ESC any published price 
reduction during the Contract term.

18) Audit Rights. Contractor shall, at its sole expense, maintain appropriate due diligence of all 
purchases made by Region 4 ESC and any entity that utilizes this Contract. Region 4 ESC 
reserves the right to audit the accounting for a period of three (3) years from the time such 
purchases are made. This audit right shall survive termination of this Agreement for a period 
of one (1) year from the effective date of termination. Region 4 ESC shall have the authority 
to conduct random audits of Contractor’s pricing at Region 4 ESC's sole cost and expense. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that Region 4 ESC is made aware of any pricing 
being offered that is materially inconsistent with the pricing under this agreement, Region 4 
ESC shall have the ability to conduct an extensive audit of Contractor’s pricing at Contractor’s 
sole cost and expense. Region 4 ESC may conduct the audit internally or may engage a third-
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party auditing firm. In the event of an audit, the requested materials shall be provided in the 
format and at the location designated by Region 4 ESC.

19) Discontinued Products. If a product or model is discontinued by the manufacturer, Contractor
may substitute a new product or model if the replacement product meets or exceeds the 
specifications and performance of the discontinued model and if the discount is the same or 
greater than the discontinued model.

20) New Products/Services. New products and/or services that meet the scope of work may be 
added to the Contract.  Pricing shall be equivalent to the percentage discount for other 
products. Contractor may replace or add product lines if the line is replacing or supplementing 
products, is equal or superior to the original products, is discounted similarly or greater than 
the original discount, and if the products meet the requirements of the Contract. No products 
and/or services may be added to avoid competitive procurement requirements. Region 4 ESC
may require additions to be submitted with documentation from Members demonstrating an 
interest in, or a potential requirement for, the new product or service. Region 4 ESC may reject 
any additions without cause.

21) Options. Optional equipment for products under Contract may be added to the Contract at 
the time they become available under the following conditions: 1) the option is priced at a 
discount similar to other options; 2) the option is an enhancement to the unit that improves 
performance or reliability.

22) Warranty Conditions. All supplies, equipment and services shall include manufacturer's 
minimum standard warranty and one (1) year labor warranty unless otherwise agreed to in 
writing.

23) Site Cleanup. Contractor shall clean up and remove all debris and rubbish resulting from their 
work as required or directed.  Upon completion of the work, the premises shall be left in good
repair and an orderly, neat, clean, safe and unobstructed condition.

24) Site Preparation. Contractor shall not begin a project for which the site has not been prepared,
unless Contractor does the preparation work at no cost, or until Region 4 ESC includes the 
cost of site preparation in a purchase order.  Site preparation includes, but is not limited to: 
moving furniture, installing wiring for networks or power, and similar pre-installation 
requirements.

25) Registered Sex Offender Restrictions.  For work to be performed at schools, Contractor
agrees no employee or employee of a subcontractor who has been adjudicated to be a 
registered sex offender will perform work at any time when students are or are reasonably 
expected to be present.  Contractor agrees a violation of this condition shall be considered a 
material breach and may result in the cancellation of the purchase order at Region 4 ESC’s
discretion.  Contractor must identify any additional costs associated with compliance of this 
term.  If no costs are specified, compliance with this term will be provided at no additional 
charge.

26) Safety measures. Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions for the safety of employees 
on the worksite and shall erect and properly maintain all necessary safeguards for protection 
of workers and the public. Contractor shall post warning signs against all hazards created by 
its operation and work in progress. Proper precautions shall be taken pursuant to state law 
and standard practices to protect workers, general public and existing structures from injury 
or damage.
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27) Smoking. Persons working under the Contract shall adhere to local smoking policies.  
Smoking will only be permitted in posted areas or off premises.

28) Stored materials. Upon prior written agreement between the Contractor and Region 4 ESC,
payment may be made for materials not incorporated in the work but delivered and suitably 
stored at the site or some other location, for installation at a later date. An inventory of the 
stored materials must be provided to Region 4 ESC prior to payment. Such materials must be 
stored and protected in a secure location and be insured for their full value by the Contractor
against loss and damage. Contractor agrees to provide proof of coverage and additionally
insured upon request. Additionally, if stored offsite, the materials must also be clearly identified 
as property of Region 4 ESC and be separated from other materials. Region 4 ESC must be 
allowed reasonable opportunity to inspect and take inventory of stored materials, on or offsite, 
as necessary. Until final acceptance by Region 4 ESC, it shall be the Contractor's 
responsibility to protect all materials and equipment. Contractor warrants and guarantees that 
title for all work, materials and equipment shall pass to Region 4 ESC upon final acceptance.

29) Funding Out Clause. A Contract for the acquisition, including lease, of real or personal 
property is a commitment of Region 4 ESC’s current revenue only.  Region 4 ESC retains the
right to terminate the Contract at the expiration of each budget period during the term of the 
Contract and is conditioned on a best effort attempt by Region 4 ESC to obtain appropriate 
funds for payment of the contract.

30) Indemnity. Contractor shall protect, indemnify, and hold harmless both Region 4 ESC and its 
administrators, employees and agents against all claims, damages, losses and expenses 
arising out of or resulting from the actions of the Contractor, Contractor employees or 
subcontractors in the preparation of the solicitation and the later execution of the Contract.  
Any litigation involving either Region 4 ESC, its administrators and employees and agents will 
be in Harris County, Texas.

31) Marketing. Contractor agrees to allow Region 4 ESC to use their name and logo within 
website, marketing materials and advertisement.  Any use of Region 4 ESC name and logo 
or any form of publicity, inclusive of press releases, regarding this Contract by Contractor must 
have prior approval from Region 4 ESC.

32) Certificates of Insurance. Certificates of insurance shall be delivered to the Region 4 ESC
prior to commencement of work.  The Contractor shall give Region 4 ESC a minimum of ten 
(10) days’ notice prior to any modifications or cancellation of policies. The Contractor shall 
require all subcontractors performing any work to maintain coverage as specified.

33) Legal Obligations. It is Contractor’s responsibility to be aware of and comply with all local, 
state, and federal laws governing the sale of products/services and shall comply with all laws
while fulfilling the Contract.  Applicable laws and regulation must be followed even if not 
specifically identified herein.
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OFFER AND CONTRACT SIGNATURE FORM

The undersigned hereby offers and, if awarded, agrees to furnish goods and/or services in strict 
compliance with the terms, specifications and conditions at the prices proposed within response 
unless noted in writing.

           Company Name

                              Address

                     City/State/Zip

                   Telephone No.

                   Email Address

                   Printed Name

                                   Title

          Authorized signature

Accepted by Region 4 ESC:

Contract No. ______________

Initial Contract Term to

Region 4 ESC Authorized Board Member                               Date

Print Name

Region 4 ESC Authorized Board Member                       Date

                     
Print Name

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

10625 North County Road

Frisco, TX 75033

972-668-9340

972-668-9351

Gary Frazier

President
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Appendix B
TERMS & CONDITIONS ACCEPTANCE FORM

Signature on the Offer and Contract Signature form certifies complete acceptance of the terms 
and conditions in this solicitation and draft Contract except as noted below with proposed 
substitute language (additional pages may be attached, if necessary). The provisions of the 
RFP cannot be modified without the express written approval of Region 4 ESC. If a proposal 
is returned with modifications to the draft Contract provisions that are not expressly approved 
in writing by Region 4 ESC, the Contract provisions contained in the RFP shall prevail.

Check one of the following responses:

 Offeror takes no exceptions to the terms and conditions of the RFP and draft Contract.

(Note: If none are listed below, it is understood that no exceptions/deviations are taken.)

 Offeror takes the following exceptions to the RFP and draft Contract.  All exceptions must 
be clearly explained, reference the corresponding term to which Offeror is taking exception
and clearly state any proposed modified language, proposed additional terms to the RFP 
and draft Contract must be included:

(Note: Unacceptable exceptions may remove Offeror’s proposal from consideration for 
award. Region 4 ESC shall be the sole judge on the acceptance of exceptions and
modifications and the decision shall be final.

If an offer is made with modifications to the contract provisions that are not expressly 
approved in writing, the contract provisions contained in the RFP shall prevail.)

Section/Page Term, Condition, or 
Specification

Exception/Proposed Modification Accepted
(For Region 4 

ESC’s use)

tab 2
X
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A) PRODUCTS/SERVICES/PRICING

i. Offerors shall indicate which items, as 
outlined under Scope of Products and 
Services, can be provided.

If awarded, CORE can and will perform all services 
listed under the Scope of Products. The divisions in 
which we will operate by: 

• Division 01: General Requirements
• Division 02: Existing Conditions
• Division 03: Concrete
• Division 04: Masonry
• Division 05: Metals
• Division 06: Wood, Plastics, and Composites
• Division 07: Thermal and Moisture Protection
• Division 08: Openings
• Division 09: Finishes
• Division 10: Specialties
• Division 11: Equipment
• Division 12: Furnishings
• Division 13: Special Construction
• Division 14: Conveying Equipment
• Division 21: Fire Suppression
• Division 22: Plumbing
• Division 23: HVAC
• Division 26: Electrical
• Division 27: Communications
• Division 28: Electronic Safety and Security
• Division 31: Earthwork
• Division 32: Exterior Improvements
• Division 33: Utilities
• Division 34: Transportation
• Division 35: Waterway and Marine Construction
• Division 41: Material Processing and Handling 

Equipment
• Division 44: Pollution and Waste Control 

Equipment
• Division 46: Water and Wastewater Equipment
• Division 48: Electrical Power Generation

ii. Due to the scope, Offerors should provide 
specific details about the services and 
prodcuts offered in their proposal.

See response to subsection i.

 iii. For each service and product, as well as 
any additional solutions that the Offeror can 
provide, Offeror shall provide pricing.

On the following page, we have set up a matrix that 
outlines three columns that address the following:
• Coefficients Regular Hours - the priced 

coefficients for each State, Region or City 
outlined on the following page that we, CORE, 
are willing to work in are listed for “regular hours”.

• Coefficient After Hours - the priced coefficient 
for weekends, holidays and hours outside of 
regular hours.

•  Recognized holidays include: New Year’s  
 Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Presidents  
 Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day,   
         Labor Day, General Election Day, Veterans

 Day, Thanksgiving Day and Friday after,   
 Christmas Eve and Christmas Day and New  
 Year’s Eve.
• The coefficient is rounded to the nearest 

second decimal place
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Region State City Coefficient - 
Regular Hours

Coefficient - 
After Hours

Central

LA

TX

Great Lakes

IL

IL Chicago

IN

Western

AZ

ID

NV

Southeast

FL
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iv. Include an electronic copy of the product/
service list from which discount, or fixed 
price, is calculated. Electronic price list must 
contain the following (if applicable)
• Detailed description
• Offerors Suggested List Price and Net 

Price per unit of measure
• Net price to Region 4 ESC per unit of 

measure

Please see RSMeans data website for details on 
product/service list.

v. Is pricing available for all products and 
services? 

Yes - pricing is available for all products and services 
on the RSMeans website, rsmeans.com

vi. Describe any shipping or additional 
charges.

All shipping or additional charges can be found on 
rsmeans.com

vii. Provide pricing warranties on all products 
and services. 

Pricing is included in our warranty for one year. 

viii. Provide details of and propose additional 
discounts for volume orders, special offers, 
minimum order quantity, free goods program, 
total annual spend, etc. 

N/A

ix. Describe any additional discounts or 
rebates available. 

N/A

x. Describe how customers verify they are 
receiving Contract pricing.

Customers will use RSMeans as a cross-checking 
reference point to verify contract pricing.

xi. Describe payment methods offered.

CORE’s invoicing and payment methods accepts 
check or ACH, no credit cards/commodities - 
invoices are issued when job is complete or every 30 
days. Payment is due within 30 days. 

xii. Propose the frequency of updates to the 
Offeror’s pricing structure. Describe any 
proposed indices to guide price adjustments. 
If offering a list price contract with discounts 
by category, while changes in individual 
pricing may change, the category discounts 
should not change over the term of the 
Contract.

Pricing will hold for 12 months, with the option to 
negotiate every quarter.

xiii. Describe how future product 
introductions will be priced and align with 
Contract pricing proposed.

Product introductions will come from direct source 
suppliers with standard RSMeans overhead, profit 
and production rates.

Not to Exceed Pricing. Region 4 ESC requests 
pricing be submitted as not to exceed pricing. 
Unlike fixed pricing, the Contractor can adjust 
submitted pricing lower if needed but, cannot 
exceed original pricing submitted. Contractor 
must allow for lower pricing to be available for 
similar product and service purchases. Cost 
plus pricing as a primary pricing structure is 
not acceptable.
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A. Brief history and description of company.

Our history began from a single concept: trust. In 1937, our founder, Otto Baum, 
applied for a loan to purchase equipment for his masonry company, offering no 
collateral except for his exemplary reputation and character. When the bank manager 
asked the loan officer why they should consider Otto’s request, the officer simply 
replied, “I trust him.” This event sparked the beginning of our company.

In German, the last name of our founder, Otto Baum, means tree. Each tree has a core - its center and 
strength. As the tree grows, rings radiate out from the core. Our “core” was founded 82 years ago with the 
values of integrity, fairness, continuous improvement and results with an unwavering dedication to the personal 
growth of our employees. These principles allowed the company to grow on a solid center and earn the respect 
and reputation that has allowed our company to flourish. As the years have gone by, we’ve added many “rings” 
to our core: new locations, new projects, new services, and people who continue to uphold Otto Baum’s 
commitment to integrity. With each new ring, our core values have remained.

Those core values have in turn set the groundwork for our mission statement: to earn the trust of our 
employees, building partners and clients. Achieving this mission begins by building teams with members who 
have unwavering, comprehensive trust in one another. Each team member understands the core values we 
stand for: Integrity, Fairness, Continuous Improvement and Results. These core values represent foundational 
elements of Trust itself. We are dedicated to earning the Trust of our Clients through our commitment to 
Teamwork, our adherence to our CORE Values, and our dedication to the belief that The Client Decides. 

These core values are maintained at each office throughout the United States. With over 25 CORE offices in 
9 different states, we acknowledge our geographical differences, yet each one of us are joined with the same 
values and ethics that our founder built for us. Through this, we are proud to be both a local firm, and a national 
firm - a firm that can be both small-scale and large-scale simultaneously.

3.1 Company
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B. Total number and location of sales persons 
employed by CORE.

35 Business Development professionals across the 
nation in the following markets:
• Commercial
• Federal
• Higher Education
• K-12
• Municipal
• Energy
• Healthcare
• Hospitality
• Multifamily/Residential
• Senior Living

The sales individuals are spread across 25 states.

C. Number and location of support centers (if 
applicable) and location of corporate office.

# of Support Centers: 
N/A

Support Resources/Customer Service Mission:

Every CORE employee is customer service driven 
and dedicated to client satisfaction. In addition, we 
have a client service department that is available 
24/7 to assist our clients. These personnel 
serve as advocates for the client and will be in 
constant communication with the owner from 
preconstruction through close-out and warranty. 
Each Professional will direct all day-to-day business 
operations of job order contracts in their State.

We will be accountable for ensuring that your 
members are provided with quality and timely 
projects, consistent with the specified requirements 
of the job order contract. We will respond to all of 
OMNIA’s requests within 24 hours. We will provide 
pricing within two weeks of receiving from, or 
developing the scope with the client. Additionally, 
the assigned team will oversee administrative and 
job order contract management functions; assist 
with conformance to safety plan; act as the primary 
point of contact to ensure job order contract 
satisfaction; monitor schedule development; cost 
control; subcontract management; procurement 
and material expediting; problem resolution; and 
invoice development and processing. CORE will 

represent the client to ensure all warranties on 
products and services are made available.

Location of Corporate Office:
10625 N. County Rd.
Frisco, TX 75033

D. Annual Sales for the three previous fiscal 
years.

E. FEIN and DUNS

Federal ID: 75-234887
DUNS: 07-936-4436

F. Describe any green or environmental 
initiatives or policies.

GREEN INITIATIVES

CORE is dedicated to environmental improvements 
that foster a sustainable future and lead to social 
and economic improvements in the community we 
do business and create a clean and safe place to 
work.
• Emphasize continuous environmental 

improvement.
• Promote reuse, reduce and recycling.
• Commit to communicating sustainability and 

interaction with employees, business partners 
and clients. 

REDUCE, REUSE, AND RECYCLE

CORE seeks to use products that limit damage to 
the environment. On an ongoing basis, we refine, 
reduce, and eliminate products that are proven to 
be environmentally unfriendly or unhealthy for our 
employees, our community, and our planet.
• We utilized low flow water devices in our 

restrooms and kitchen area, and auto motion 
shut off for lights throughout our offices

• Replaced disposable cups, utensils and flatware 
with reusable materials and containers

• The use of rechargeable batteries.
• On the operations side, a variety of online and 

digital tools which allow us to provide paperless 
work flow alternatives for our employees and 
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clients. We encourage double sided printing and 
copying.

• Encourage less printing and more electronic 
alternatives (such as eFax and email).

• We also recognize the importance of 
responsibly managing our waste stream. 
We have recycling receptacles for paper, 
glass, aluminum and corrugated cardboard. 
Employees support our sustainability mission 
through grassroots efforts to recycle aluminum 
cans, plastic bottles, office paper, and home 
computer equipment.

CORE’s treatment and disposal of special items, 
materials and waste is carried out and in line with 
local laws and regulations and conducted in a way 
that causes the least harm to the environment.

G. Describe any diversity programs and how 
“participating agencies may use diverse 
partners through the Master Agreement”. 
Indicate how if at all pricing changes when 
using the diversity program.

We utilize minority subcontractors when necessary 
to satisfy client requirements. 

H. Describe HUB certifications CORE holds 
and the certifying entity.

N/A

I. Describe how CORE differentiates from its 
competitors.

At CORE, our motto is “The Client Decides”. We 
provide our clients with the most comprehensive 
professional services in the industry, which results 
in quality constructions. CORE will not close-out 
job order until a client is 100% satisfied with our 
performance. 

J. Past or present litigation information.

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc., does 
not have any past or present litigation, bankruptcy 
or reorganization.

K. Felony Conviction notice.

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc., is:
B) Not owned or operated by anyone who has been 
convicted of a felony.

L. Describe any debarment or suspension 
actions taken against supplier.

N/A
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3.2 Distribution, Logistics

Questions A - E

N/A

3.3 Marketing and Sales

A. Provide a detailed 90-day plan beginning 
from award date of the Master Agreement 
describing the strategy to immediately 
implement the Master Agreement as 
supplier’s primary go-to market strategy 
for Public Agencies to Supplier’s teams 
nationwide.

If CORE is fortunate enough to be awarded the 
Region 4 ESC contract, we would return to all 
customers who have historically used the contract 
and proudly notify them of our current standing with 
Region 4 ESC and begin to discuss future projects 
in which CORE can implement this contract. In 
addition, CORE is looking to provide APDM services 
to new school districts, municipalities, etc. and since 
one of the widely known contracts around is Region 
4 ESC, it is our expectation that with this contract 
we will also be able to broaden our customer base.

B. Provide a detailed 90-day plan beginning 
from award date of the Master Agreement 
describing the strategy to market the 
Master Agreement as supplier’s primary 
go-to market strategy for Public Agencies to 
Supplier’s teams nationwide.

If selected, CORE will market our Region 4 ESC 
Disaster and Non-Disaster Contract to each of our 
existing clients, and will use it as a tool to market 
to new clients. This will begin with lunch and learns, 
face-to-face meeting and conferences.
Below is our 90-day plan if we are awarded the 
contract.

• PRESS RELEASE | CORE will draft a press 
release and seek approval from Region 4 ESC 
prior to release.

• SOCIAL MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENT | CORE’s 
communication Department will post the award 
on our website, Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter 

accounts.
• DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGNS | CORE will mail an 

announcement of our award to the database of 
existing and potential clients.

• CO-BRANDED COLLATERAL PIECES | CORE 
will work with Region 4 ESC to create a profile 
sheet to include in our brochures.

• TRADE SHOWS | CORE regularly participates 
in a variety of regional and national trade shows 
and other conferences for organizations that 
support the public sector.

• WEBSITE | CORE has a website dedicated to 
clients that we post our contract, due diligence 
and featured projects on this site.

• LOGOS | With permission from Region 4 ESC, 
CORE will include Region 4 ESC’s logo on joint 
marketing brochures.

• HYPERLINK | CORE will provide a link to Region 
4 ESC on our website.

• SUMMARY OF CONTRACT AND SERVICES 
OFFERED | CORE will provide this on our 
website and brochures.

• DUE DILIGENCE DOCUMENTS | CORE will 
have a copy of solicitation, copy of contract 
and any amendments or marketing materials 
accessible on our website.

• BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT | CORE has 35 
Business Development Managers across the 
country. They are responsible for maintaining 
existing client relationships and seeking new 
business.

• The Region 4 ESC JOC contract will be 
promoted at each Owner engagement 
opportunity.

C. Describe how the Supplier will transition 
any existing Public Agency customers’ 
accounts to the Master Agreement available 
nationally through OMNIA partners, Public 
Sector. Include a list of current cooperative 
contracts (regional and national) Supplier 
holds and describe how the Master 
Agreement will be positioned among the 
other cooperative agreements.

We will market OP to our current clients and your 
member list within the first 120 days.
• E&I
• 1GPA
• NCPA
• TIPS
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• PCA
• Equalis
• Sourcewell – Texas

Positioning will be determined by client request 
first. Secondly, we will position based on the joint 
relationship between the cooperative and CORE. 

D. Acknowledge Supplier agrees to provide its 
logos to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and 
agrees to provide permission for reproduction 
of such logo in marketing communications 
and promotions. Acknowledge that use of 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector logo will 
require permission for reproduction as well.

Acknowledged. CORE will provide our logo to 
Region 4 ESC for reproduction of such logo in 
marketing communications and promotions.

E. Confirm Supplier will be proactive in direct 
sales of Supplier’s goods and services to 
Public Agencies nationwide and the timely 
follow up to leads established by OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector. All sales materials 
are to use the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector 
logo.

Confirmed.

F. Confirm CORE will train its national sales 
force on the Master Agreement.

Confirmed. CORE will train our national sales force 
teams on the Master Agreement.

G. Provide the name, title, email and phone 
number for the person(s) who will be 
responsible for:

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
• Dave Wilson, National Director of Job 

Order Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: 
davewilson@coreconstruction.com

MARKETING
• Doris Schutte, Director of Client Services 

and Marketing | T: (504) 284-3685| E: 

dorisschutte@coreconstruction.com
• Olivia Szczerba, Marketing Manager | T: (504) 

330-1836 | E: oliviaszczerba@coreconstruction.
com

SALES
• Dave Wilson, National Director of Job 

Order Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: 
davewilson@coreconstruction.com

• Doris Schutte, Director of Client Services 
and Marketing | T: (504) 284-3685| E: 
dorisschutte@coreconstruction.com

SALES SUPPORT
• Dave Wilson, National Director of Job 

Order Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: 
davewilson@coreconstruction.com

• Doris Schutte, Director of Client Services 
and Marketing | T: (504) 284-3685| E: 
dorisschutte@coreconstruction.com

FINANCIAL REPORTING
• Dave Wilson, National Director of Job 

Order Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: 
davewilson@coreconstruction.com

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
• Dave Wilson, National Director of Job 

Order Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: 
davewilson@coreconstruction.com

CONTRACTS
• Dave Wilson, National Director of Job 

Order Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: 
davewilson@coreconstruction.com

H. Describe in detail how Supplier’s national 
sales force is structured, including contact 
information for the highest-level executive in 
charge of the sales team.

We have a full time team dedicated to marketing, 
sales, account set-up & contract administration. We 
will handle all action items requiring attention within 
a week of receipt. 

The highest-level executive in charge of the sales 
team is Dave Wilson.
Dave Wilson, National Director of Job Order 
Contracting | T: (214) 684-9320 | E: davewilson@
coreconstruction.com
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I. Explain in detail how the sales teams will 
work with the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector 
team to implement, grow and service the 
national program.

We will include OP in all our JOC marketing and 
trade shows including an email introduction to all 
members.

J. Explain in detail how Supplier will manage 
the overall national program throughout the 
term of the Master Agreement, including 
ongoing coordination of marketing and sales 
efforts, timely new Participating Public 
Agency account set-up, timely contract 
administration, etc.

We have a full time JOC team dedicated to 
marketing, sales, account set-up & contract 
administration. We will handle all action items 
requiring attention within a week of receipt. 

K. State the amount of Supplier’s Public 
Agency sales for the previous fiscal year. 
Provide a list of Supplier’s top 10 Public 
Agency customers, the total purchases for 
each for the previous fiscal year along with a 
key contact for each.

Amount of Sales for 2019: $80M

Top 10 Public Agency Customers:

1. Texas Women’s University
1 project worth $
Contact: Tim We ct Manager
T: (940) 898-3140
E: twentrcek@twu.edu

2. University of North Texas
2 projects worth 
Contact: Cheryl S Manager
T: (940) 565-4365
E: cheryl.smith@unt.edu

3. University of North Texas Systems
3 projects worth 
Contact: Traci Jo andscape Architect
T: (940) 565-2973

E: traci.jones@untsystem.edu
4. Birdville ISD 

 of Facilities 

T: (817) 614-1049
E: john.hughes@birdvilleschools.net

5. Illinois State University
3 projects worth 
Contact: David G cilities 
Management
T: (309) 438-8606
E: dmgill2@ilstu.edu

6. Buckeye ESD SAVE Contract
200+ projects worth 
Contact: Dr. Kristi Sa rintendent
T: (623) 925-3401
E: ksandvik@besd33.org

7. 1GPA
250+ projects worth 
Contact: Mike Chout ent
T: (866) 306-3893
E: mike@1gpa.org

8. City of Mesa
50 projects worth 
Contact: John Pom tant City Manager
T: (309) 438-8606
E: John.Pombier@mesaaz.gov

9. Arizona State University
100 projects worth 
Luke Ngo, Project M
T: (480) 965-2234
E: luke.ngo@asu.edu

10. Northern Arizona University
25+ projects worth 
Contact: Josh Spea anager
T: (928) 523-6404
E: joshua.spear@nau.edu
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L. Describe Supplier’s information systems 
capabilities and limitations regarding order 
management through receipt of payment, 
including description of multiple platforms 
that may be used for any of these functions.

We accept POs via fax & email & payments can be 
received via ACH or Check. 

M. Provide the Contract Sales (as defined 
in Section 10 of the OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector Administration Agreement) that 
Supplier will guarantee each year under the 
Master Agreement for the initial three years 
of the Master Agreement (“Guaranteed 
Contract Sales”).

To the extent Supplier guarantees minimum 
Contract Sales, the administration fee shall be 
calculated based on the greater of the actual 
Contract Sales and the Guaranteed Contract Sales.
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EXHIBIT B

ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT, EXAMPLE

ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT

THIS ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made this ___ day of 
______ 20___, between National Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance Company, a Delaware 
corporation d/b/a OMNIA Partners, Public Sector (“OMNIA Partners, Public Sector”), and 
________________ (“Supplier”).

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the ___________________ (the “Principal Procurement Agency”) has entered 
into a Master Agreement effective _________________, Agreement No_______, by and between 
the Principal Procurement Agency and Supplier, (as may be amended from time to time in 
accordance with the terms thereof, the “Master Agreement”), as attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth herein, for the purchase of 
_____________________ (the “Product”);

WHEREAS, said Master Agreement provides that any or all public agencies, including state 
and local governmental entities, public and private primary, secondary and higher education 
entities, non-profit entities, and agencies for the public benefit (collectively, “Public Agencies”), 
that register (either via registration on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website or execution of
a Master Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit B)
(each, hereinafter referred to as a “Participating Public Agency”) may purchase Product at prices 
stated in the Master Agreement;

WHEREAS, Participating Public Agencies may access the Master Agreement which is 
offered through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector to Public Agencies;

WHEREAS, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector serves as the contract administrator of the 
Master Agreement on behalf of Principal Procurement Agency;

WHEREAS, Principal Procurement Agency desires OMNIA Partners, Public Sector to 
proceed with administration of the Master Agreement; and

WHEREAS, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier desire to enter into this Agreement 
to make available the Master Agreement to Participating Public Agencies and to set forth certain 
terms and conditions governing the relationship between OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and
Supplier.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the payments to be made hereunder and the mutual 
covenants contained in this Agreement, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier hereby 
agree as follows:

DEFINITIONS

1. Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not otherwise defined herein shall have 
the meanings given to them in the Master Agreement.

i. Exhibit B

“Exhibit B” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

2. The Master Agreement and the terms and conditions contained therein shall apply to 
this Agreement except as expressly changed or modified by this Agreement.  Supplier 
acknowledges and agrees that the covenants and agreements of Supplier set forth in the 
solicitation and Supplier’s response thereto resulting in the Master Agreement are incorporated 
herein and are an integral part hereof.

3. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall be afforded all of the rights, privileges and 
indemnifications afforded to Principal Procurement Agency by or from Supplier under the Master 
Agreement, and such rights, privileges and indemnifications shall accrue and apply with equal 
effect to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, its agents, employees, directors, and representatives 
under this Agreement including, but not limited to, Supplier’s obligation to obtain appropriate 
insurance.

4. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall perform all of its duties, responsibilities and obligations 
as contract administrator of the Master Agreement on behalf of Principal Procurement Agency as set forth 
herein, and Supplier hereby acknowledges and agrees that all duties, responsibilities and obligations will be 
undertaken by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector solely in its capacity as the contract administrator under the 
Master Agreement.

5. With respect to any purchases by Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating 
Public Agency pursuant to the Master Agreement, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall not be: 
(i) construed as a dealer, re-marketer, representative, partner or agent of any type of the Supplier, 
Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating Public Agency; (ii) obligated, liable or 
responsible for any order for Product made by Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating 
Public Agency or any employee thereof under the Master Agreement or for any payment required 
to be made with respect to such order for Product; and (iii) obligated, liable or responsible for any 
failure by Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating Public Agency to comply with 
procedures or requirements of applicable law or the Master Agreement or to obtain the due 
authorization and approval necessary to purchase under the Master Agreement. OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector makes no representation or guaranty with respect to any minimum purchases by 
Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating Public Agency or any employee thereof under 
this Agreement or the Master Agreement.

6. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall not be responsible for Supplier’s performance 
under the Master Agreement, and Supplier shall hold OMNIA Partners, Public Sector harmless 
from any liability that may arise from the acts or omissions of Supplier in connection with the 
Master Agreement. 

7. WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, OMNIA 
PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES REGARDING OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC 
SECTOR’S PERFORMANCE AS A CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR OF THE MASTER 
AGREEMENT. OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE IN ANY WAY 
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE, 
OR RELIANCE DAMAGES, EVEN IF OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR IS ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

TERM OF AGREEMENT; TERMINATION

8. This Agreement shall be in effect so long as the Master Agreement remains in effect, 
provided, however, that the provisions of Sections 3 – 8 and 12 – 23, hereof and the 
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indemnifications afforded by the Supplier to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector in the Master 
Agreement, to the extent such provisions survive any expiration or termination of the Master 
Agreement, shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

9. Supplier’s failure to maintain its covenants and commitments contained in this 
Agreement or any action of the Supplier which gives rise to a right by Principal Procurement 
Agency to terminate the Master Agreement shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
If such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days of written notice to Supplier, in addition to any 
and all remedies available at law or equity, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion.  Notwithstanding 
anything contained herein to the contrary, this Agreement shall terminate on the date of the 
termination or expiration of the Master Agreement.

NATIONAL PROMOTION

10. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier shall publicize and promote the 
availability of the Master Agreement’s products and services to Public Agencies and such 
agencies’ employees. Supplier shall require each Public Agency to register its participation in the 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector program by either registering on the OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector website (www.omniapartners.com/publicsector), or executing a Master Intergovernmental 
Cooperative Purchasing Agreement prior to processing the Participating Public Agency’s first 
sales order.  Upon request, Supplier shall make available to interested Public Agencies a copy of 
the Master Agreement and such price lists or quotes as may be necessary for such Public 
Agencies to evaluate potential purchases.

11. Supplier shall provide such marketing and administrative support as set forth in the 
solicitation resulting in the Master Agreement, including assisting in development of marketing 
materials as reasonably requested by Principal Procurement Agency and OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector. Supplier shall be responsible for obtaining permission or license of use and payment of 
any license fees for all content and images Supplier provides to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector 
or posts on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website. Supplier shall indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless OMNIA Partners, Public Sector for use of all such content and images including 
copyright infringement claims. Supplier and OMNIA Partners, Public Sector each hereby grant to 
the other party a limited, revocable, non-transferable, non-sublicensable right to use such party’s 
logo (each, the “Logo”) solely for use in marketing the Master Agreement. Each party shall provide 
the other party with the standard terms of use of such party’s Logo, and such party shall comply 
with such terms in all material respects.  Both parties shall obtain approval from the other party 
prior to use of such party’s Logo.   Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties understand and 
agree that except as provided herein neither party shall have any right, title or interest in the other 
party’s Logo.  Upon termination of this Agreement, each party shall immediately cease use of the 
other party’s Logo.

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE, REPORTING & PAYMENT

12. An “Administrative Fee” shall be defined and due to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector from 
Supplier in the amount of __ percent (__%) (“Administrative Fee Percentage”) multiplied by the total purchase 
amount paid to Supplier, less refunds, credits on returns, rebates and discounts, for the sale of products and/or 
services to Principal Procurement Agency and Participating Public Agencies pursuant to the Master Agreement 
(as amended from time to time and including any renewal thereof) (“Contract Sales”).  From time to time the 
parties may mutually agree in writing to a lower Administrative Fee Percentage for a specifically identified 
Participating Public Agency’s Contract Sales.  
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13. Supplier shall provide OMNIA Partners, Public Sector with an electronic accounting report 
monthly, in the format prescribed by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, summarizing all Contract Sales for each 
calendar month.  The Contract Sales reporting format is provided as Exhibit C (“Contract Sales Report”),
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Contract Sales Reports for each calendar month shall be 
provided by Supplier to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector by the 10th day of the following month.  Failure to 
provide a Contract Sales Report within the time and manner specified herein shall constitute a material breach 
of this Agreement and if not cured within thirty (30) days of written notice to Supplier shall be deemed a cause 
for termination of the Master Agreement, at Principal Procurement Agency’s sole discretion, and/or this 
Agreement, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion.

14. Administrative Fee payments are to be paid by Supplier to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector at 
the frequency and on the due date stated in Section 13, above, for Supplier’s submission of corresponding 
Contract Sales Reports. Administrative Fee payments are to be made via Automated Clearing House (ACH) 
to the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector designated financial institution identified in Exhibit D.   Failure to 
provide a payment of the Administrative Fee within the time and manner specified herein shall constitute a 
material breach of this Agreement and if not cured within thirty (30) days of written notice to Supplier shall 
be deemed a cause for termination of the Master Agreement, at Principal Procurement Agency’s sole 
discretion, and/or this Agreement, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion. All Administrative Fees 
not paid when due shall bear interest at a rate equal to the lesser of one and one-half percent (1 1/2%) per 
month or the maximum rate permitted by law until paid in full.

15. Supplier shall maintain an accounting of all purchases made by Participating Public Agencies 
under the Master Agreement.  OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, or its designee, in OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector’s sole discretion, reserves the right to compare Participating Public Agency records with Contract Sales 
Reports submitted by Supplier for a period of four (4) years from the date OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
receives such report.  In addition, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector may engage a third party to conduct an
independent audit of Supplier’s monthly reports.  In the event of such an audit, Supplier shall provide all 
materials reasonably requested relating to such audit by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector at the location 
designated by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector. In the event an underreporting of Contract Sales and a resulting 
underpayment of Administrative Fees is revealed, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector will notify the Supplier in 
writing.  Supplier will have thirty (30) days from the date of such notice to resolve the discrepancy to OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector’s reasonable satisfaction, including payment of any Administrative Fees due and owing, 
together with interest thereon in accordance with Section 13, and reimbursement of OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector’s costs and expenses related to such audit.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

16. This Agreement, the Master Agreement and the exhibits referenced herein supersede 
any and all other agreements, either oral or in writing, between the parties hereto with respect to 
the subject matter hereto and no other agreement, statement, or promise relating to the subject 
matter of this Agreement which is not contained or incorporated herein shall be valid or binding.  
In the event of any conflict between the provisions of this Agreement and the Master Agreement, 
as between OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier, the provisions of this Agreement shall 
prevail.  

17. If any action at law or in equity is brought to enforce or interpret the provisions of this 
Agreement or to recover any Administrative Fee and accrued interest, the prevailing party shall 
be entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees and costs in addition to any other relief to which it may 
be entitled.

18. This Agreement and OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s rights and obligations 
hereunder may be assigned at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion to an affiliate of 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, any purchaser of any or all or substantially all of the assets of 
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OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, or the successor entity as a result of a merger, reorganization, 
consolidation, conversion or change of control, whether by operation of law or otherwise.  Supplier 
may not assign its obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector.

19. All written communications given hereunder shall be delivered by first-class mail, postage 
prepaid, or overnight delivery on receipt to the addresses as set forth below. 

A. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector:

OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
Attn: President
840 Crescent Centre Drive
Suite 600
Franklin, TN 37067

B. Supplier:
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

20. If any provision of this Agreement shall be deemed to be, or shall in fact be, 
illegal, inoperative or unenforceable, the same shall not affect any other provision or provisions herein 
contained or render the same invalid, inoperative or unenforceable to any extent whatever, and this 
Agreement will be construed by limiting or invalidating such provision to the minimum extent 
necessary to make such provision valid, legal and enforceable.

21. This Agreement may not be amended, changed, modified, or altered without 
the prior written consent of the parties hereto, and no provision of this Agreement may be discharged 
or waived, except by a writing signed by the parties.  A waiver of any particular provision will not be 
deemed a waiver of any other provision, nor will a waiver given on one occasion be deemed to apply 
to any other occasion. 

22. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector, the Supplier and any respective successor and assign thereto; subject, 
however, to the limitations contained herein.

23. This Agreement will be construed under and governed by the laws of the State of 
Delaware, excluding its conflicts of law provisions and any action arising out of or related to this 
Agreement shall be commenced solely and exclusively in the state or federal courts in Williamson 
County Tennessee.

24. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which is an original but all 
of which, together, shall constitute but one and the same instrument. The exchange of copies of 
this Agreement and of signature pages by facsimile, or by .pdf or similar electronic 
transmission, will constitute effective execution and delivery of this Agreement as to the 
parties and may be used in lieu of the original Agreement for all purposes. Signatures of the 
parties transmitted by facsimile, or by .pdf or similar electronic transmission, will be deemed 
to be their original signatures for any purpose whatsoever.

“Exhibit B” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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[INSERT SUPPLIER ENTITY NAME] NATIONAL 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
PURCHASING ALLIANCE 
COMPANY, A DELAWARE 
CORPORATION D/B/A OMNIA 
PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR 

Signature Signature
Sarah Vavra

Name Name
Sr. Vice President, Public Sector 
Contracting

Title Title

Date Date

“Exhibit B” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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EXHIBIT F

FEDERAL FUNDS CERTIFICATIONS

FEDERAL CERTIFICATIONS
ADDENDUM FOR AGREEMENT FUNDED BY U.S. FEDERAL GRANT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Participating Agencies may elect to use federal funds to purchase under the Master Agreement. This form should be 
completed and returned.

DEFINITIONS
Contract means a legal instrument by which a non–Federal entity purchases property or services needed to carry out the project 
or program under a Federal award. The term as used in this part does not include a legal instrument, even if the non–Federal 
entity considers it a contract, when the substance of the transaction meets the definition of a Federal award or subaward

Contractor means an entity that receives a contract as defined in Contract.

Cooperative agreement means a legal instrument of financial assistance between a Federal awarding agency or pass-through 
entity and a non–Federal entity that, consistent with 31 U.S.C. 6302–6305:

(a) Is used to enter into a relationship the principal purpose of which is to transfer anything of value from the Federal 
awarding agency or pass-through entity to the non–Federal entity to carry out a public purpose authorized by a law of the 
United States (see 31 U.S.C. 6101(3)); and not to acquire property or services for the Federal government or pass-through 
entity's direct benefit or use;
(b) Is distinguished from a grant in that it provides for substantial involvement between the Federal awarding agency or 
pass-through entity and the non–Federal entity in carrying out the activity contemplated by the Federal award.
(c) The term does not include:

(1) A cooperative research and development agreement as defined in 15 U.S.C. 3710a; or
(2) An agreement that provides only:

(i) Direct United States Government cash assistance to an individual;
(ii) A subsidy;
(iii) A loan;
(iv) A loan guarantee; or
(v) Insurance.

Federal awarding agency means the Federal agency that provides a Federal award directly to a non–Federal entity

Federal award has the meaning, depending on the context, in either paragraph (a) or (b) of this section: 
(a)(1) The Federal financial assistance that a non–Federal entity receives directly from a Federal awarding agency or 
indirectly from a pass-through entity, as described in § 200.101 Applicability; or

(2) The cost-reimbursement contract under the Federal Acquisition Regulations that a non–Federal entity 
receives directly from a Federal awarding agency or indirectly from a pass-through entity, as described in § 
200.101 Applicability.

(b) The instrument setting forth the terms and conditions. The instrument is the grant agreement, cooperative agreement, 
other agreement for assistance covered in paragraph (b) of § 200.40 Federal financial assistance, or the cost-
reimbursement contract awarded under the Federal Acquisition Regulations.
(c) Federal award does not include other contracts that a Federal agency uses to buy goods or services from a contractor 
or a contract to operate Federal government owned, contractor operated facilities (GOCOs).
(d) See also definitions of Federal financial assistance, grant agreement, and cooperative agreement.

Non–Federal entity means a state, local government, Indian tribe, institution of higher education (IHE), or nonprofit organization 
that carries out a Federal award as a recipient or subrecipient.

Nonprofit organization means any corporation, trust, association, cooperative, or other organization, not including IHEs, that:
(a) Is operated primarily for scientific, educational, service, charitable, or similar purposes in the public interest;
(b) Is not organized primarily for profit; and

ii. Exhibit F
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(c) Uses net proceeds to maintain, improve, or expand the operations of the organization.

Obligations means, when used in connection with a non–Federal entity's utilization of funds under a Federal award, orders 
placed for property and services, contracts and subawards made, and similar transactions during a given period that require 
payment by the non–Federal entity during the same or a future period.

Pass-through entity means a non–Federal entity that provides a subaward to a subrecipient to carry out part of a Federal 
program.

Recipient means a non–Federal entity that receives a Federal award directly from a Federal awarding agency to carry out an 
activity under a Federal program. The term recipient does not include subrecipients.

Simplified acquisition threshold means the dollar amount below which a non–Federal entity may purchase property or 
services using small purchase methods. Non–Federal entities adopt small purchase procedures in order to expedite the 
purchase of items costing less than the simplified acquisition threshold. The simplified acquisition threshold is set by the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation at 48 CFR Subpart 2.1 (Definitions) and in accordance with 41 U.S.C. 1908. As of the publication of this 
part, the simplified acquisition threshold is $150,000, but this threshold is periodically adjusted for inflation. (Also see definition 
of § 200.67 Micro-purchase.)

Subaward means an award provided by a pass-through entity to a subrecipient for the subrecipient to carry out part of a Federal 
award received by the pass-through entity. It does not include payments to a contractor or payments to an individual that is a 
beneficiary of a Federal program. A subaward may be provided through any form of legal agreement, including an agreement 
that the pass-through entity considers a contract.

Subrecipient means a non–Federal entity that receives a subaward from a pass-through entity to carry out part of a Federal 
program; but does not include an individual that is a beneficiary of such program. A subrecipient may also be a recipient of other 
Federal awards directly from a Federal awarding agency.

Termination means the ending of a Federal award, in whole or in part at any time prior to the planned end of period of 
performance.

The following certifications and provisions may be required and apply when Participating Agency expends federal funds for any
purchase resulting from this procurement process. Pursuant to 2 C.F.R. § 200.326, all contracts, including small purchases,
awarded by the Participating Agency and the Participating Agency’s subcontractors shall contain the procurement provisions of
Appendix II to Part 200, as applicable.

APPENDIX II TO 2 CFR PART 200
(A) Contracts for more than the simplified acquisition threshold currently set at $150,000, which is the inflation adjusted 
amount determined by the Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and the Defense Acquisition Regulations Council 
(Councils) as authorized by 41 U.S.C. 1908, must address administrative, contractual, or legal remedies in instances
where contractors violate or breach contract terms, and provide for such sanctions and penalties as appropriate.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (A) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds, the Participating Agency reserves all
rights and privileges under the applicable laws and regulations with respect to this procurement in the event of breach of contract
by either party.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(B) Termination for cause and for convenience by the grantee or subgrantee including the manner by which it will be
effected and the basis for settlement. (All contracts in excess of $10,000)
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (B) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds, the Participating Agency reserves the
right to immediately terminate any agreement in excess of $10,000 resulting from this procurement process in the event of a
breach or default of the agreement by Offeror as detailed in the terms of the contract.
 

Does offeror agree?  YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(C) Equal Employment Opportunity. Except as otherwise provided under 41 CFR Part 60, all contracts that meet the
definition of “federally assisted construction contract” in 41 CFR Part 60-1.3 must include the equal opportunity clause 
provided under 41 CFR 60-1.4(b), in accordance with Executive Order 11246, “Equal Employment Opportunity” (30
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CFR 12319, 12935, 3 CFR Part, 1964-1965 Comp., p. 339), as amended by Executive Order 11375, “Amending Executive
Order 11246 Relating to Equal Employment Opportunity,” and implementing regulations at 41 CFR part 60, “Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor.”
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (C) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds on any federally assisted construction
contract, the equal opportunity clause is incorporated by reference herein.
 

Does offeror agree to abide by the above?  YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror

(D) Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 3141-3148). When required by Federal program legislation, all prime
construction contracts in excess of $2,000 awarded by non-Federal entities must include a provision for compliance 
with the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 3141-3144, and 3146-3148) as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations
(29 CFR Part 5, “Labor Standards Provisions Applicable to Contracts Covering Federally Financed and Assisted
Construction”). In accordance with the statute, contractors must be required to pay wages to laborers and mechanics
at a rate not less than the prevailing wages specified in a wage determination made by the Secretary of Labor. In 
addition, contractors must be required to pay wages not less than once a week. The non-Federal entity must place a
copy of the current prevailing wage determination issued by the Department of Labor in each solicitation. The decision
to award a contract or subcontract must be conditioned upon the acceptance of the wage determination. The non
- Federal entity must report all suspected or reported violations to the Federal awarding agency. The contracts must
also include a provision for compliance with the Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act (40 U.S.C. 3145), as supplemented by
Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 3, “Contractors and Subcontractors on Public Building or Public Work
Financed in Whole or in Part by Loans or Grants from the United States”). The Act provides that each contractor or 
subrecipient must be prohibited from inducing, by any means, any person employed in the construction, completion, or 
repair of public work, to give up any part of the compensation to which he or she is otherwise entitled. The non-Federal 
entity must report all suspected or reported violations to the Federal awarding agency. 
Pursuant to Federal Rule (D) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds during the term of an award for all
contracts and subgrants for construction or repair, offeror will be in compliance with all applicable Davis-Bacon Act provisions.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(E) Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 3701-3708). Where applicable, all contracts awarded by
the non-Federal entity in excess of $100,000 that involve the employment of mechanics or laborers must include a
provision for compliance with 40 U.S.C. 3702 and 3704, as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR 
Part 5). Under 40 U.S.C. 3702 of the Act, each contractor must be required to compute the wages of every mechanic and
laborer on the basis of a standard work week of 40 hours. Work in excess of the standard work week is permissible 
provided that the worker is compensated at a rate of not less than one and a half times the basic rate of pay for all 
hours worked in excess of 40 hours in the work week. The requirements of 40 U.S.C. 3704 are applicable to construction
work and provide that no laborer or mechanic must be required to work in surroundings or under working conditions
which are unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous. These requirements do not apply to the purchases of supplies or
materials or articles ordinarily available on the open market, or contracts for transportation or transmission of
intelligence.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (E) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds, offeror certifies that offeror will be in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act during the term of an award for
all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement process.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(F) Rights to Inventions Made Under a Contract or Agreement. If the Federal award meets the definition of “funding
agreement” under 37 CFR §401.2 (a) and the recipient or subrecipient wishes to enter into a contract with a small 
business firm or nonprofit organization regarding the substitution of parties, assignment or performance of 
experimental, developmental, or research work under that “funding agreement,” the recipient or subrecipient must 
comply with the requirements of 37 CFR Part 401, “Rights to Inventions Made by Nonprofit Organizations and Small 
Business Firms Under Government Grants, Contracts and Cooperative Agreements,” and any implementing regulations
issued by the awarding agency.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (F) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement process, the offeror agrees to
comply with all applicable requirements as referenced in Federal Rule (F) above.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
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(G) Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q.) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251-1387), as 
amended—Contracts and subgrants of amounts in excess of $150,000 must contain a provision that requires the non-
Federal award to agree to comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations issued pursuant to the Clean Air 
Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251- 1387). Violations
must be reported to the Federal awarding agency and the Regional Office of the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA)
Pursuant to Federal Rule (G) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency member resulting from this procurement process, the offeror
agrees to comply with all applicable requirements as referenced in Federal Rule (G) above.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(H) Debarment and Suspension (Executive Orders 12549 and 12689)—A contract award (see 2 CFR 180.220) must not be
made to parties listed on the government wide exclusions in the System for Award Management (SAM), in accordance
with the Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidelines at 2 CFR 180 that
implement Executive Orders 12549 (3 CFR part 1986 Comp., p. 189) and 12689 (3 CFR part 1989 Comp., p. 235),
“Debarment and Suspension.” SAM Exclusions contains the names of parties debarred, suspended, or otherwise
excluded by agencies, as well as parties declared ineligible under statutory or regulatory authority other than Executive
Order 12549.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (H) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement process, the offeror certifies that
neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation by any federal department or agency. If at any time during the term of an award the offeror or its principals 
becomes debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation by any 
federal department or agency, the offeror will notify the Participating Agency.
 
Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(I) Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31 U.S.C. 1352)—Contractors that apply or bid for an award exceeding $100,000
must file the required certification. Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and has not used Federal 
appropriated funds to pay any person or organization for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee
of any agency, a member of Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in 
connection with obtaining any Federal contract, grant or any other award covered by 31 U.S.C. 1352. Each tier must 
also disclose any lobbying with non-Federal funds that takes place in connection with obtaining any Federal award. 
Such disclosures are forwarded from tier to tier up to the non-Federal award.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (I) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term and after the awarded term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement 
process, the offeror certifies that it is in compliance with all applicable provisions of the Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31
U.S.C. 1352). The undersigned further certifies that:
(1)  No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid for on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing
or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of congress,
or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of a Federal contract, the making of a Federal grant,
the making of a Federal loan, the entering into a cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment,
or modification of a Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
(2)  If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of congress,
or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal grant or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall
complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying”, in accordance with its instructions.
(3)  The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award documents for all covered
sub-awards exceeding $100,000 in Federal funds at all appropriate tiers and that all subrecipients shall certify and disclose
accordingly.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 

RECORD RETENTION REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTS INVOLVING FEDERAL FUNDS
 

When federal funds are expended by Participating Agency for any contract resulting from this procurement process, offeror
certifies that it will comply with the record retention requirements detailed in 2 CFR § 200.333. The offeror further certifies that
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offeror will retain all records as required by 2 CFR § 200.333 for a period of three years after grantees or subgrantees
submit final expenditure reports or quarterly or annual financial reports, as applicable, and all other pending matters are closed.

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror 
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT

When Participating Agency expends federal funds for any contract resulting from this procurement process, offeror certifies that
it will comply with the mandatory standards and policies relating to energy efficiency which are contained in the state energy
conservation plan issued in compliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6321 et seq.; 49 C.F.R. Part 18).

 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH BUY AMERICA PROVISIONS
 

To the extent purchases are made with Federal Highway Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, or Federal Transit 
Administration funds, offeror certifies that its products comply with all applicable provisions of the Buy America Act and 
agrees to provide such certification or applicable waiver with respect to specific products to any Participating Agency upon
request. Purchases made in accordance with the Buy America Act must still follow the applicable procurement rules calling
for free and open competition.

 
Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror

 
CERTIFICATION OF ACCESS TO RECORDS – 2 C.F.R. § 200.336

 

Offeror agrees that the Inspector General of the Agency or any of their duly authorized representatives shall have access to any
documents, papers, or other records of offeror that are pertinent to offeror’s discharge of its obligations under the Contract for
the purpose of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcriptions. The right also includes timely and reasonable access
to offeror’s personnel for the purpose of interview and discussion relating to such documents.
Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 

CERTIFICATION OF APPLICABILITY TO SUBCONTRACTORS
 

Offeror agrees that all contracts it awards pursuant to the Contract shall be bound by the foregoing terms and conditions.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
 

Offeror agrees to comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations and ordinances, as applicable. It is 
further acknowledged that offeror certifies compliance with all provisions, laws, acts, regulations, etc. as
specifically noted above.

Offeror’s Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address, City, State, and Zip Code: _____________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number:___________________________________ Fax Number: 
______________________________________

Printed Name and Title of Authorized
Representative:______________________________________________________________________

Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Authorized Representative: ____________________________________Date: _____________________________

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

10625 N. County Road. Frisco, TX 75033

972-668-9340
972-668-9351

Gary Frazier, President

garyfrazier@coreconstruction.com

January 8, 2020
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EXHIBIT G

NEW JERSEY BUSINESS COMPLIANCE

NEW JERSEY BUSINESS COMPLIANCE

Suppliers intending to do business in the State of New Jersey must comply with policies and 
procedures required under New Jersey statues.  All offerors submitting proposals must
complete the following forms specific to the State of New Jersey. Completed forms should be
submitted with the offeror’s response to the RFP.  Failure to complete the New Jersey packet 
will impact OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s ability to promote the Master Agreement in the 
State of New Jersey.

DOC #1 Ownership Disclosure Form 

DOC #2 Non-Collusion Affidavit

DOC #3 Affirmative Action Affidavit

DOC #4 Political Contribution Disclosure Form

DOC #5 Stockholder Disclosure Certification

DOC #6 Certification of Non-Involvement in Prohibited Activities in Iran

DOC #7 New Jersey Business Registration Certificate

New Jersey suppliers are required to comply with the following New Jersey statutes when 
applicable:

• all anti-discrimination laws, including those contained in N.J.S.A. 10:2-1 through N.J.S.A. 
10:2-14, N.J.S.A. 10:5-1, and N.J.S.A. 10:5-31 through 10:5-38;

• Prevailing Wage Act, N.J.S.A. 34:11-56.26, for all contracts within the contemplation of the 
Act;

• Public Works Contractor Registration Act, N.J.S.A. 34:11-56.26; and

• Bid and Performance Security, as required by the applicable municipal or state statutes.

CORE is not doing business in the State of New Jersey, therefore the forms 
under Exhibit G do not apply.
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iii. Describe how CORE responds to 
emergency orders.

Responding to Emergency Warranty Issues: If 
an emergency notification is received by the 
Project Manager, the appropriate subcontractor 
will be called for an immediate response. The 
subcontractor is scheduled to be on site that day, 
or the following morning. The warranty issue will be 
addressed immediately, and temporary repairs or 
completed repairs will happen within 24 hours.

iv. Describe CORE’s ability to meet service 
and warranty needs.

CORE’S WARRANTY PROGRAM
CORE’s National Director of Job Order Contracts 
and Special Projects, Dave Wilson, will meet with 
the Client’s Maintenance Department during 
the project’s close out to explain our program in 
detail and to reinforce that CORE’s commitment 
to the Client does not end upon completion of 
the building, but continues through the two year 
warranty period and beyond. Our warranty claims 
are submitted online, which sends a direct email 
alert to CORE. Once an email is received, our team 
will take care of all your needs and ensure that any 
issues are dealt with swiftly and completely.
Dave Wilson, and our Project Manager, will meet 
with the Client’s Facilities and Maintenance 
Representatives during the project’s close-out 
phase to explain our warranty program in detail.

24/7/365 WARRANTY DEPARTMENT
We will reinforce that CORE’s commitment to 
the Owner does not end upon completion of 
the project, but continues indefinitely. CORE has 
the resources of a full-service Customer Service 
Department to provide the highest level of service 
to our clients. Additionally, we have developed a 
proprietary online warranty system that we are 
very proud of. This online warranty system tracks 
all new and existing warranty tickets and is available 
24-hours a day.

Our Warranty Program Process

HANDLING A WARRANTY CLAIM:
Clients are encouraged to call directly or contact 
us on our company designed and operated website 
where warranty claims can be easily submitted 

online. This sends a direct email or text alert to our 
Warranty Manager. Once an email is received, the 
Warranty Manager will log in the request and call the 
Owner’s representative to confirm the nature and 
extent of the issue. 

PROCESSING & TURN-AROUND:
Our Warranty Manager will process the request 
within hours of receiving it. A CORE Superintendent 
will be assigned to the warranty issue and assess 
the scope in person, if possible. The Superintendent 
then calls and emails the appropriate subcontractor 
to get tradesmen on site to correct the issue. 
Depending on the nature and extent of the claim, 
nearly all issues are fixed within one to three days. 
We will provide the Owner a verbal or written status 
report along the way.

RESPONDING TO EMERGENCY WARRANTY 
ISSUES:
If an emergency notification is received by the 
Warranty Manager, the appropriate subcontractor 
will be called for an immediate response. The 
subcontractor is scheduled to be on site that day, 
or the following morning. The warranty issue will be 
addressed immediately, and temporary repairs or 
completed repairs will happen within 24-hours.

VERIFYING AND DOCUMENTING COMPLETED 
WARRANTY WORK:
The Warranty Manager requires the subcontractor 
to document the work that was performed, and that 
information is then entered on the warranty website 
under that specific issue for the Owner to review. 
Once that information has been inputted, and the 
issue is closed out, the Owner is sent an email with 
all corresponding documentation.

MANAGING LONG RANGE WARRANTIES:
CORE’s warranty period is two years. If issues arise 
after the two year warranty period, the warranty 
website will remain active so the Client may submit 
issues that need to be addressed. The Warranty 
Manager will address all issues even after the 
warranty period expires.

v. Describe CORE’s customer service/
problem resolution process. Include hours of 
operation, number of services, etc.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Every CORE employee is customer service driven 
and dedicated to client satisfaction. In addition, we 
have a client service department that is available 
24/7 to assist our clients. These personnel 
serve as advocates for the client and will be in 
constant communication with the owner from 
preconstruction through close-out and warranty. 
Each Professional will direct all day-to-day business 
operations of job order contracts in their State.

We will be accountable for ensuring that your 
members are provided with quality and timely 
projects, consistent with the specified requirements 
of the job order contract. We will respond to all 
Choice Partners’ requests within 24 hours. We will 
provide pricing within two weeks of receiving from, 
or developing the scope with the client. Additionally, 
the assigned team will oversee administrative and 
job order contract management functions; assist 
with conformance to safety plan; act as the primary 
point of contact to ensure job order contract 
satisfaction; monitor schedule development; cost 
control; subcontract management; procurement 
and material expediting; problem resolution; and 
invoice development and processing. CORE will 
represent the client to ensure all warranties on 
products and services are made available.

vi. Describe CORE’s invoicing process, include 
payment terms, and acceptable methods 
of payments. Describe any associated fees 
pertaining to credit cards/p-cards.

No credit cards/ commodities. Invoice when 
complete or every 30 days. Due 30 days. Check or 
ACH.

vii. Describe the financial condition of CORE.

CORE is in excellent financial condition with an 
aggregate bonding capacity of over $1.25 billion.  
CORE’s single project limit is $200 million through 
Travelers Insurance and Indemnity Company. We 
have a long-standing relationship with our bonding 
company, Travelers, and have included a Bonding 
Capacity letter from them as evidence of our 
corporate fiscal strength.

viii. Provide a website link in order to 
review website ease of use, availability, and 
capabilities related to ordering, returns and 
reporting. Describe the website’s capabilities 
and functionality.

CORE does not have an online catalog/ordering 
website.

ix. Describe CORE’s safety record.

At CORE, safety is a value, not a 
priority that changes with time or in 
the face of adversity. It is our belief 
that all accidents are preventable.

Our safety team is led by Regional Safety Manager 
Chad Goubert. Chad brings nearly ten years of 
experience in construction safety management. He 
will make sure that Safety, Health and Security are 
the highest priorities for CORE both on and off the 
construction site. This project will be an incident-
free project from mobilization to the beneficial 
occupancy date for any construction personnel 
and civilians that will be in close proximity to the 
construction activities - including during any events, 
performances, or concerts that are occurring at the 
site.

SAFETY STATS

Annual Worker’s Compensation Experience 
Modifier:

• 2019: 0.68
• 2018: 0.71
• 2017: 0.67

ANNUAL RATES

2018
• Injuries/Illnesses: 2
• Lost Time Accidents: 0
• Recordable Cases: 2
• Fatalities: 0
• Total Fixed Work Hours: 272,212
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2017
• Injuries/Illnesses: 1
• Lost Time Accidents: 0
• Recordable Cases: 1
• Fatalities: 0
• Total Fixed Work Hours: 154,958

2016
• Injuries/Illnesses: 0
• Lost Time Accidents: 0
• Recordable Cases: 0
• Fatalities: 0
• Total Fixed Work Hours: 199,758

“Running a safe job site is 
essential to the success of the 
project and in turn, our own 
success. No matter the size or 
complexity, we work together 
to identify risks, prevent injuries, 
and achieve our goal of returning 
everyone safely home.” 

– John LaPorte, National Director of Safety

x. Bonding Letter

See following page.

xi. Provide any standard agreements CORE 
requires Participating Agencies to sign. 

N/A
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 Lynn Cracraft 
Account Executive Officer 
Travelers Bond 
940 West Port Plaza 
Suite 270 
Maryland Heights, MO 63146 
(314) 579-8313 
 

 

    
 
 

   

January 8, 2020 
Region 4 Education Service Center Office 
7145 West Tidwell Road 
Houston, TX 77092 
 
Re: STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS FOR REGION 4 ESC FOR DISASTER AND 
NON-DISASTER RESTORATION OF OPERATIONAL SERVICES 
 
  
Members of the Evaluation Committee,  
 

CORE Construction has advised Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America, as 
their surety, of their desire to perform disaster and non-disaster related services for the captioned 
project. We have enjoyed a relationship with CORE Construction for 40 years and in that time 
we have provided any bid, performance and payment bonds that they have required. We have 
bonded significant individual projects for CORE Construction and they are certainly qualified to 
perform contracts such as yours, as they have bonding capacity of $200 million per single project 
and $1.25 billion in the aggregate. This is not to be construed to be a maximum, but rather 
working parameters. CORE Construction has always met their contractual obligations and we 
believe there is not a higher quality firm you could choose to work with.  

 
Should CORE Construction be awarded a contract on this or any of your projects and be 

required to provide performance and payment bonds for same, and should contractor so request, 
we would be in position to provide such bonds, subject to a favorable review of the final bond 
forms, contract documents and specifications and usual underwriting requirements at the time. 

 
In addition, Travelers is licensed to do business in all states and we have an A.M. Best 

Co. rating of A++ with a financial size category of XV. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America 

 
 
 
 

Lynn Cracraft 
Account Executive Officer 
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Describe CORE’s State and Federal regulatory 
expertise.

CORE utilizes its National Network of offices to 
ensure State and Federal Regulations are met. 
CORE’s large geographic presence in the United 
States allows CORE to carry out work all over the 
country with teams that are familiar with local 
regulations. Removing this learning curve allows the 
team to focus on the task at hand and provide relief 
in an efficient manner.

Describe CORE’s FEMA compliance 
experience.

CORE has now been involved in many FEMA 
funded programs all over the United States and 
Territories. This has allowed CORE to develop a 
clear understanding of FEMA regulations and how 
they apply to each program.

To date, we have worked on a total of five FEMA 
projects in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Houston, Texas, 
Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and the Greater 
North Carolina Area.

Describe project management skills of key 
employees as well as overall organizational 
strategies as it relates to project 
management.

CORE’s project management is defined by six main 
factors. Our business is the business of building - 
and the tracking of results in our business can be 
assessed under these six main factors and their 
respective goals.

01 - SAFETY
Zero incidents, zero accidents.

02 - QUALITY
Built to plans and specs to a quality that 
exceeds client’s expectations. No re-work.

03 - SCHEDULE
Built on or ahead of schedule.

04 - COST
Project completed within budget. No change 
orders.

05 - SUBCONTRACTORS
Built by qualified subcontractors who care 
about Operational Excellence as much as we 
do.

02 - CLIENTS
The client would hire us back again.

In addition to Operational Excellence, CORE uses 
Procore as our Project Management Software to 
handle the majority of our day-to-day operations 
in PreConstruction, Virtual Construction and 
Construction/Operations. We believe that Procore 
aligns well with our vision to provide the highest level 
of professional services to our clients for a few of 
the many reasons:

• Single Project Management Software and 
Application for the entire Project Team

• Intuitive & Easy to Use
• Easy collaboration with Building Partners
• Tools built with mobility in mind
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• Features & Processes are Drawing Centric

Procore’s list of tools they offer to our industry
increases and are continuously improving
everyday, which aligns with perfectly with
CORE’s Culture and is yet another reason we
utilize Procore.

List any relationships with subs that CORE 
intends to use when providing services 
and identify if they meet minority-owned 
standards.

CORE has long lasting relationships with multiple 
minority sub-contractors and utilize them on most 
projects. CORE also has the ability to self-perform 
with our own full-time employees.
• Self-performing
• Full time employees
• Purchase all needed materials for project

Provide a minimum of 5 customer references 
relating to the products and services within 
this RFP.

REFERENCE 01.
• Texas Women’s University
• Tim Wentrcek, Project Manager
• T: (940) 898-3140
• E: twentrcek@twu.edu
• Denton, TX
• Years Serviced: 1
• Description of services: General requirements, 

existing conditions, concrete, masonry, 
metals, woods, plastics, and composites, 
thermal and moisture protection, openings, 
finishes, specialties, equipment, furnishings, 
special construction, conveying equipment, 
fire suppression, plumbing, HVAC, electrical, 
communications, electronic safety and 
security, earthwork, exterior improvements, 
utilities, transportation, waterway and marine 
construction, material processing and handling 
equipment, pollution and waste control, 
water and wastewater, and electrical power 
generation.

•  Annual volume: $3,969,410.49

REFERENCE 02.
• University of North Texas
• Cheryl Smith, Project Manager

• T: (940) 565-4365
• E: cheryl.smith@unt.edu
• Denton, TX
• Years Serviced: 1
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 

REFERENCE 03.
• Birdville Independent School District
• John Hughes, Director of Facilities Management
• T: (817) 547-5844
• E: john.hughes@birdvilleschools.net
• Haltom City, TX
• Years Serviced: 1
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 

REFERENCE 04.
• University of North Texas Systems
• Traci Jones, System Landscape Architect
• T: (940) 565-2973
• E: traci.jones@untsystem.edu
• Denton, TX
• Years Serviced: 1
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 

REFERENCE 05.
• Eagle Mountain-Saginaw ISD
• Charles Hamilton, Director of Maintenance
• T: (817) 550-7726
• E: chamilton@ems-isd.net
• Fort Worth, TX
• Years Serviced: 1
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 

REFERENCE 06.
• Illinois State University
• David Gill, Director of Facilities and Planning
• T: (309) 438-8606
• E: dmgill2@ilstu.edu
• Normal, IL
• Years Serviced: 25
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 
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REFERENCE 07
• Buckeye ESD SAFE Contract
• Dr. Kristi Sandvik, Superintendent
• T: (623) 925-3401
• E: ksandvik@besd33.org
• Buckeye, AZ
• Years Serviced: 12
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 

REFERENCE 08.
• Arizona State University
• Luke Ngo, Project Manager
• T: (480) 965-2234
• E: luke.ngo@asu.edu
• Tempe, AZ
• Years Serviced: 15
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 

REFERENCE 09.
• City of Mesa
• John Pombier, Assistant City Manager
• T: (928) 523-6404
• E: John.Pombier@mesaaz.gov
• Mesa, AZ
• Years Serviced: 5
• Description of services: see description in 

reference 01.
• Annual volume: 
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SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

INSURER F :

INSURER E :

INSURER D :

INSURER C :

INSURER B :

INSURER A :

NAIC #

NAME:
CONTACT

(A/C, No):
FAX

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

PRODUCER

(A/C, No, Ext):
PHONE

INSURED

REVISION NUMBER:CERTIFICATE NUMBER:COVERAGES

IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

OTHER:

(Per accident)

(Ea accident)

$

$

N / A

SUBR
WVD

ADDL
INSD

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

$

$

$

$PROPERTY DAMAGE

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

AUTOS ONLY

AUTOSAUTOS ONLY
NON-OWNED

SCHEDULEDOWNED

ANY AUTO

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

Y / N

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below
If yes, describe under

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

$

$

$

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

ER
OTH-

STATUTE
PER

LIMITS(MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EXP

(MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EFF

POLICY NUMBERTYPE OF INSURANCELTR
INSR

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

EXCESS LIAB

UMBRELLA LIAB $EACH OCCURRENCE

$AGGREGATE

$

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE

DED RETENTION $

$PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$GENERAL AGGREGATE

$PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$MED EXP (Any one person)

$EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED

$PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

CLAIMS-MADE OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

POLICY
PRO-
JECT LOC

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CANCELLATION

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)
© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

55445336

55445336

1,000,000
03/01/19

Suite 100

03/01/19

10625 N. County Rd.

X

X

41PKG8896110

2,000,000

ARCH IND INS CO

A

STARR IND & LIAB CO

4,000,000

ARCH INS CO

X

X

02/26/2019

1-312-288-7700

03/01/20

X

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

Willis of Illinois, Inc.

03/01/20

10625 North County Road

2,000,000

03/01/19

1,000,000

X

03/01/20

233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 2000

X

Willis Tower

X

03/01/19

X

2,000,000

ccrilly

LIC #36-3066541

03/01/20

X

A 2,000,000

30830

X

38318

11150

X

The following are included as Additional Insured(s) with respect to the General Liability only, per written contract:

Evidence of Insurance Only.

03/01/20

4,000,000

Frisco, TX 75034

10,000

1000584947191

1,000,000

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

X

Chicago, IL 60606

USA

1,000,000

B

44WCI8946710 (IN/IL/TX)

41WCI8896010  (AOS)

2,000,000

41PKG8896110

X

C

A

N

Frisco, TX 75034

03/01/19
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Virtual Construction: An In-House Service

A unique resource that CORE offers to our clients 
is our Virtual Construction Services. We believe 
Virtual Construction is a key to success. In order to 
create an efficient process to avoid problems during 
construction, CORE utilizes Virtual Construction.

Virtual Construction is the development and use 
of a computer software model to simulate the 
construction and operation of a building. The 
process of using Virtual Construction improves 
planning, design and construction processes; it 
allows us to test building components, investigate 
problems and build projects long before we 
experience schedule issues and a loss of 
productivity in the field.

CORE’s Virtual Construction team is comprised of 
architects, construction managers, civil engineers, 
construction engineers, laser scanning technicians, 
and a gaming design visual artist. CORE’s Virtual 
Design and Construction department was created 
to improve efficiencies and reduce risk during 
construction. This purpose is achieved by taking 
our clients big picture outcomes and weaving them 
throughout design, construction, and operations. 
CORE’s Virtual Construction team is an integral part 
of how we build from the inception.

There is no better tool that exists 
to mitigate the risk of a project than 
virtual construction. 
The best design, construction and project delivery 
systems are integrated. Virtual Construction allows 
us to model our whole building, or just parts of our 
building. Because these models can be viewed, 
studied and analyzed during the PreConstruction 
stage, it greatly improves constructability risk 
mitigation. With Virtual Construction, we can 
mitigate risks through the early three-dimensional 
coordination of systems, and through virtual mock-
ups of complicated portions of buildings.

CORE’s Unique Warranty Program Process

HANDLING A WARRANTY CLAIM:
Clients are encouraged to call directly or contact 
us on our company designed and operated website 
where warranty claims can be easily submitted 
online. This sends a direct email or text alert to our 
Warranty Manager. Once an email is received, the 
Warranty Manager will log in the request and call the 
Owner’s representative to confirm the nature and 
extent of the issue.

PROCESSING & TURN-AROUND:
Our Warranty Manager will process the request 
within hours of receiving it. A CORE Superintendent 
will be assigned to the warranty issue and assess 
the scope in person, if possible. The Superintendent 
then calls and emails the appropriate subcontractor 
to get tradesmen on site to correct the issue. 
Depending on the nature and extent of the claim, 
nearly all issues are fixed within one to three days. 
We will provide the Owner a verbal or written status 
report along the way.

RESPONDING TO EMERGENCY WARRANTY
ISSUES:
If an emergency notifi cation is received by the 
Warranty Manager, the appropriate subcontractor 
will be called for an immediate response. The 
subcontractor is scheduled to be on site that day, 
or the following morning. The warranty issue will be 
addressed immediately, and temporary repairs or 
completed repairs will happen within 24-hours.

VERIFYING AND DOCUMENTING COMPLETED
WARRANTY WORK:
The Warranty Manager requires the subcontractor 
to document the work that was performed, and that 
information is then entered on the warranty website 
under that specific issue for the Owner to review. 
Once that information has been inputted, and the 
issue is closed out, the Owner is sent an email with 
all corresponding documentation.

MANAGING LONG RANGE WARRANTIES:
CORE’s warranty period is two years. If issues arise
after the two year warranty period, the warranty 
website will remain active so the Client may submit 
issues that need to be addressed. The Warranty 
Manager will address all issues even after the 
warranty period expires.
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Appendix C
ADDITIONAL REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

DOC #1 Acknowledgment and Acceptance of Region 4 ESC’s Open Records Policy

DOC #2 Antitrust Certification Statements (Tex. Government Code § 2155.005)

DOC #3 Implementation of House Bill 1295 Certificate of Interested Parties (Form 1295)

DOC #4 Texas Government Code 2270 Verification Form

DOC #5 Special Conditions

DOC #6 Questionnaire 

DOC #7 For applicable construction/reconstruction/renovation and related services, a bid 
guarantee is required not less than five percent (5%) of the total bid. Surety shall 
provide a copy of the Power of Attorney authorizing the Executing Agent the 
authority to execute the bid bond documents and bind the Surety to the bid bond 
conditions. The bid bond shall have a corporate Surety that is licensed to conduct 
business in Texas and authorized to underwrite bonds in the amount of the bid 
bond. For the purposes of this solicitation, the total bid is to be $60,000,000.
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Appendix C, Doc #1

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND ACCEPTANCE
OF REGION 4 ESC’s OPEN RECORDS POLICY

OPEN RECORDS POLICY

All proposals, information and documents submitted are subject to the Public Information Act 
requirements governed by the State of Texas once a Contract(s) is executed.  If an Offeror 
believes its response, or parts of its response, may be exempted from disclosure, the Offeror 
must specify page-by-page and line-by-line the parts of the response, which it believes, are 
exempt and include detailed reasons to substantiate the exemption. Price is not confidential and 
will not be withheld. Any unmarked information will be considered public information and released, 
if requested under the Public Information Act.

The determination of whether information is confidential and not subject to disclosure is the duty 
of the Office of Attorney General (OAG).  Region 4 ESC must provide the OAG sufficient 
information to render an opinion and therefore, vague and general claims to confidentiality by the 
Offeror are not acceptable. Region 4 ESC must comply with the opinions of the OAG. Region 4 
ESC assumes no responsibility for asserting legal arguments on behalf of any Offeror.  Offeror is 
advised to consult with their legal counsel concerning disclosure issues resulting from this 
procurement process and to take precautions to safeguard trade secrets and other proprietary 
information. 

Signature below certifies complete acceptance of Region 4 ESC’s Open Records Policy, 
except as noted below (additional pages may be attached, if necessary). 

Check one of the following responses to the Acknowledgment and Acceptance of Region 4 
ESC’s Open Records Policy below:

 We acknowledge Region 4 ESC’s Open Records Policy and declare that no information 
submitted with this proposal, or any part of our proposal, is exempt from disclosure under 
the Public Information Act.

 We declare the following information to be a trade secret or proprietary and exempt from 
disclosure under the Public Information Act.

(Note: Offeror must specify page-by-page and line-by-line the parts of the response, which it 
believes, are exempt. In addition, Offeror must include detailed reasons to substantiate the 
exemption(s). Price is not confident and will not be withheld. All information believed to be a trade 
secret or proprietary must be listed. It is further understood that failure to identify such information, 
in strict accordance with the instructions, will result in that information being considered public 
information and released, if requested under the Public Information Act.)

Date Authorized Signature & Title
January 8, 2020 , President
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Appendix C, Doc #2 
ANTITRUST CERTIFICATION STATEMENTS

(Tex. Government Code § 2155.005)
Attorney General Form

I affirm under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of Texas that:

1. I am duly authorized to execute this Contract on my own behalf or on behalf of the company, 
corporation, firm, partnership or individual (Company) listed below;

2. In connection with this proposal, neither I nor any representative of the Company has violated any 
provision of the Texas Free Enterprise and Antitrust Act, Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code Chapter 15;

3. In connection with this proposal, neither I nor any representative of the Company has violated any 
federal antitrust law; and

4. Neither I nor any representative of the Company has directly or indirectly communicated any of 
the contents of this proposal to a competitor of the Company or any other company, corporation, 
firm, partnership or individual engaged in the same line of business as the Company.

Company Contact

Signature

Printed Name

Address Position with Company

Official
Authorizing 
Proposal

Signature

Phone
Printed Name

Fax
Position with Company

CORE Construction Services 

of Texas, Inc.

10625 North County Road

Frisco, TX 75033

972-668-9340

972-668-9351

Gary Frazier

Gary Frazier

President

President
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Appendix C, DOC # 3

Implementation of House Bill 1295

Certificate of Interested Parties (Form 1295):

In 2015, the Texas Legislature adopted House Bill 1295, which added section 2252.908 of the 
Government Code. The law states that a governmental entity or state agency may not enter into 
certain contracts with a business entity unless the business entity submits a disclosure of 
interested parties to the governmental entity or state agency at the time the business entity 
submits the signed contract to the governmental entity or state agency. The law applies only to a 
contract of a governmental entity or state agency that either (1) requires an action or vote by the 
governing body of the entity or agency before the contract may be signed or (2) has a value of at 
least $1 million. The disclosure requirement applies to a contract entered into on or after January 
1, 2016.

The Texas Ethics Commission was required to adopt rules necessary to implement that law,
prescribe the disclosure of interested parties form, and post a copy of the form on the 
commission’s website. The commission adopted the Certificate of Interested Parties form (Form 
1295) on October 5, 2015. The commission also adopted new rules (Chapter 46) on November 
30, 2015, to implement the law. The commission does not have any additional authority to enforce
or interpret House Bill 1295.

Filing Process:

Staring on January 1, 2016, the commission made available on its website a new filing application
that must be used to file Form 1295. A business entity must use the application to enter the 
required information on Form 1295 and print a copy of the completed form, which will include a 
certification of filing that will contain a unique certification number. An authorized agent of the 
business entity must sign the printed copy of the form. The completed Form 1295 with the 
certification of filing must be filed with the governmental body or state agency with which the 
business entity is entering into the contract.

The governmental entity or state agency must notify the commission, using the commission’s 
filing application, of the receipt of the filed Form 1295 with the certification of filing not later than 
the 30th day after the date the contract binds all parties to the contract. This process is known as 
acknowledging the certificate. The commission will post the acknowledged Form 1295 to its 
website within seven business days after receiving notice from the governmental entity or state 
agency. The posted acknowledged form does not contain the declaration of signature information 
provided by the business.

A certificate will stay in the pending state until it is acknowledged by the governmental agency. 
Only acknowledged certificates are posted to the commission’s website.

Electronic Filing Application: https://www.ethics.state.tx.us/whatsnew/elf_info_form1295.htm

Frequently Asked Questions:
https://www.ethics.state.tx.us/resources/FAQs/FAQ_Form1295.php

Changes to Form 1295: https://www.ethics.state.tx.us/data/filinginfo/1295Changes.pdf
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Appendix C, DOC # 4

Texas Government Code 2270 Verification Form

House Bill 89 (85R Legislative Session), which adds Chapter 2270 to the Texas Government Code, 
provides that a governmental entity may not enter into a contract with a company without verification 
that the contracting vendor does not and will not boycott Israel during the term of the contract. 

Furthermore, Senate Bill 252 (85R Legislative Session), which amends Chapter 2252 of the Texas 
Government Code to add Subchapter F, prohibits contracting with a company engaged in business 
with Iran, Sudan or a foreign terrorist organization identified on a list prepared by the Texas 
Comptroller. 

I, ___________________________________________________, as an authorized representative 
of

_____________________________________________________________, a contractor engaged 
by 

Insert Name of Company 

Region 4 Education Service Center, 7145 West Tidwell Road, Houston, TX 77092, verify by this 
writing that the above-named company affirms that it (1) does not boycott Israel; and (2) will not 
boycott Israel during the term of this contract, or any contract with the above-named Texas 
governmental entity in the future. 

Also, our company is not listed on and we do not do business with companies that are on the Texas 
Comptroller of Public Accounts list of Designated Foreign Terrorists Organizations found at 
https://comptroller.texas.gov/purchasing/docs/foreign-terrorist.pdf.

I further affirm that if our company's position on this issue is reversed and this affirmation is no longer 
valid, that the above-named Texas governmental entity will be notified in writing within one (1) 
business day and we understand that our company's failure to affirm and comply with the 
requirements of Texas Government Code 2270 et seq. shall be grounds for immediate contract 
termination without penalty to the above-named Texas governmental entity. 

I swear and affirm that the above is true and correct. 

______________________________________________ ________________
Signature of Named Authorized Company Representative Date 

Gary Frazier

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

January 8, 2020
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Appendix C, DOC # 5

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
The below clauses are applicable to the Offer; by Submitting a Sealed Proposal the Offeror is 
accepting these Special Conditions:

Conflicts of Interest

No employee, officer, or agent may participate in the selection, award, or administration of a 
contract supported by a FEMA award if he or she has a real or apparent conflict of interest. Such 
a conflict would arise when the employee, officer, or agent, any member of his or her immediate 
family, his or her partner, or an organization which employs or is about to employ any of these 
parties, has a financial or other interest in or a tangible personal benefit from a firm considered 
for award. 2 C.F.R. § 200.318(c)(1); See also Standard Form 424D, ¶ 7; Standard Form 424B, ¶ 
3.
i. FEMA considers a “financial interest” to be the potential for gain or loss to the employee, officer,
or agent, any member of his or her immediate family, his or her partner, or an organization which 
employs or is about to employ any of these parties as a result of the particular procurement. The 
prohibited financial interest may arise from ownership of certain financial instruments or 
investments such as stock, bonds, or real estate, or from a salary, indebtedness, job offer, or 
similar interest that might be affected by the particular procurement. ii. FEMA considers an 
“apparent” conflict of interest to exist where an actual conflict does not exist, but where a 
reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts would question the impartiality of the 
employee, officer, or agent participating in the procurement. c. Gifts. The officers, employees, and 
agents of Region 4 ESC nor the Participating Public Agency (“NFE”) must neither solicit nor 
accept gratuities, favors, or anything of monetary value from contractors or parties to 
subcontracts. However, NFE’s may set standards for situations in which the financial interest is 
de minimus, not substantial, or the gift is an unsolicited item of nominal value. 2 C.F.R. § 
200.318(c)(1). d. Violations. The NFE’s written standards of conduct must provide for disciplinary 
actions to be applied for violations of such standards by officers, employees, or agents of the 
NFE. 2 C.F.R. § 200.318(c)(1). For example, the penalty for a NFE’s employee may be dismissal, 
and the penalty for a contractor might be the termination of the contract.

Contractor Integrity
A contractor must have a satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics. Contractors that are 
debarred or suspended as described in Chapter III, ¶ 6.d must be rejected and cannot receive 
contract awards at any level.

Public Policy

A contractor must comply with the public policies of the Federal Government and state, local 
government, or tribal government. This includes, among other things, past and current compliance 
with the: 
a. Equal opportunity and nondiscrimination laws 
b. Five affirmative steps described at 2 C.F.R. § 200.321(b) for all subcontracting under contracts 
supported by FEMA financial assistance; and FEMA Procurement Guidance June 21, 2016 Page 
IV- 7
c. Applicable prevailing wage laws, regulations, and executive orders 
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Affirmative Steps

For any subcontracting opportunities, Contractor must take the following Affirmative steps:

1. Placing qualified small and minority businesses and women's business enterprises on 
solicitation lists;

2. Assuring that small and minority businesses, and women's business enterprises are solicited 
whenever they are potential sources;

3. Dividing total requirements, when economically feasible, into smaller tasks or quantities to 
permit maximum participation by small and minority businesses, and women's business
enterprises;

4. Establishing delivery schedules, where the requirement permits, which encourage participation 
by small and minority businesses, and women's business enterprises; and

5. Using the services and assistance, as appropriate, of such organizations as the Small Business 
Administration and the Minority Business Development Agency of the Department of 
Commerce;

Federal Requirements
Services issued under this contract may be in response to an emergency or disaster recovery 
situation and eligible for federal funding; Services issued in response to an emergency or disaster 
recovery situation are subject to and must comply with all federal requirements applicable to the 
funding. The remaining items below, located in this Special Conditions section, are activated and 
required when federal funding may be utilized.

2 C.F.R. § 200.326 and 2 C.F.R. Part 200, Appendix II, Required Contract Clauses

1. Termination for Convenience:

The right to terminate this Contract for the convenience of Region 4 ESC is retained by Region 4 
ESC. In the event of a termination for convenience by Region 4 ESC, Region 4 ESC shall, at least 
ten (10) calendar days in advance, deliver written notice of the termination for convenience to 
Contractor. Upon Contractor’s receipt of such written notice, Contractor immediately shall cease the 
performance of the Work and shall take reasonable and appropriate action to secure and protect the 
Work then in place. Contractor shall then be paid by Region 4 ESC, in accordance with the terms 
and provisions of the Contract Documents, an amount not to exceed the actual labor costs incurred, 
the actual cost of all materials installed and the actual cost of all materials stored at the project site 
or away from the project site, as approved in writing by Region 4 ESC but not yet paid for and which 
cannot be returned, and actual, reasonable and documented demobilization costs, if any, paid by 
Contractor and approved by Region 4 ESC in connection with the Scope of Work in place which is 
completed as of the date of termination by Region 4 ESC and that is in conformance with the Contract 
Documents, less all amounts previously paid for the Work. No amount ever shall be owed or paid to 
Contractor for lost or anticipated profits on any part of the Scope of Work not performed or for 
consequential damages of any kind. 

2. Equal Employment Opportunity: 

Region 4 ESC highly encourages Contractors to implement Affirmative Action practices in their 
employment programs. This means Contractor should not discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, pregnancy, sexual orientation, 
political belief or affiliation, age, disability or genetic information. 
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During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:

(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because 
of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or national origin. The contractor will 
take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during 
employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or 
national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following: Employment, upgrading,
demotion, or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or 
other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The contractor 
agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices 
to be provided by the contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

(2)  The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of 
the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without 
regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or national origin.

(3)  The contractor will not discharge or in any other manner discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment because such employee or applicant has inquired about, discussed, or 
disclosed the compensation of the employee or applicant or another employee or applicant. This 
provision shall not apply to instances in which an employee who has access to the compensation 
information of other employees or applicants as a part of such employee's essential job functions 
discloses the compensation of such other employees or applicants to individuals who do not
otherwise have access to such information, unless such disclosure is in response to a formal 
complaint or charge, in furtherance of an investigation, proceeding, hearing, or action, including an 
investigation conducted by the employer, or is consistent with the contractor's legal duty to furnish 
information.

(4) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which it has a  
collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice to be provided by the 
agency contracting officer, advising the labor union or workers' representative of the contractor's 
commitments under section 202 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post 
copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to employees and applicants for employment.

(5) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, 
and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.

(6) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by Executive Order 11246 of 
September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant 
thereto, and will permit access to his books, records, and accounts by the contracting agency and 
the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, 
regulations, and orders.

(7) In the event of the contractor's non-compliance with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract 
or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled, terminated or 
suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may be declared ineligible for further Government 
contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 
1965, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive 
Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as 
otherwise provided by law.

(8) The contractor will include the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (8) in every subcontract or 
purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued 
pursuant to section 204 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such provisions 
will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The contractor will take such action with respect 
to any subcontract or purchase order as may be directed by the Secretary of Labor as a means of 
enforcing such provisions including sanctions for noncompliance: Provided, however, that in the 
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event the contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or 
vendor as a result of such direction, the contractor may request the United States to enter into such 
litigation to protect the interests of the United States.

3. “During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:

(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The
contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are 
employed, and that employees are treated during employment without 
regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Such action shall 
include, but not be limited to the following: Employment, upgrading, 
demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or 
termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for 
training, including apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to post in 
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for 
employment, notices to be provided setting forth the provisions of this
nondiscrimination clause.

(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees 
placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants
will receive considerations for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin.

(3) The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of
workers with which he has a collective bargaining agreement or other 
contract or understanding, a notice to be provided advising the said labor 
union or workers' representatives of the contractor's commitments under this
section, and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places available 
to employees and applicants for employment.

(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order 11246
of September 24, 1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders 
of the Secretary of Labor.

(5) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by 
Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and by rules, regulations, 
and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit
access to his books, records, and accounts by the administering agency 
and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain 
compliance with such rules, regulations, and orders.

(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the 
nondiscrimination clauses of this contract or with any of the said rules, 
regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled, terminated, or 
suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may be declared 
ineligible for further Government contracts or federally assisted
construction contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in 
Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and such other sanctions 
as may be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order 
11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the 
Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.

(7) The contractor will include the portion of the sentence immediately 
preceding paragraph (1) and the provisions of paragraphs (1) through (7) 
in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules,
regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to section 
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204 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such 
provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The 
contractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract or purchase
order as the administering agency may direct as a means of enforcing such 
provisions, including sanctions for noncompliance: Provided, however, 
That in the event a contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with,
litigation with a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the
administering agency the contractor may request the United States to enter
into such litigation to protect the interests of the United States.”

4. Davis Bacon Act and Copeland Anti-KickbackAct.

a. Applicability of Davis-Bacon Act. The Davis-Bacon Act only applies to the 
emergency Management Preparedness Grant Program, Homeland Security Grant 
Program, Nonprofit Security Grant Program, Tribal Homeland Security Grant 
Program, Port Security Grant Program, and Transit Security Grant Program. It 
does not apply to other FEMA grant and cooperative agreement programs, 
including the Public Assistance Program.

b. All prime construction contracts in excess of $2,000 awarded by non-Federal 
entities must include a provision for compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act (40 
U.S.C. §§ 3141-3144 and 3146-3148) as supplemented by Department of Labor 
regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 5 (Labor Standards Provisions Applicable to 
Contracts Covering Federally Financed and Assisted Construction)). See 2
C.F.R. Part 200, Appendix II, ¶ D.

c. In accordance with the statute, contractors must be required to pay wages to 
laborers and mechanics at a rate not less than the prevailing wages specified in 
a wage determination made by the Secretary of Labor. In addition, contractors 
must be required to pay wages not less than once aweek.

d. The non-Federal entity must place a copy of the current prevailing wage 
determination issued by the Department of Labor in each solicitation. The
decision to award a contract or subcontract must be conditioned upon the 
acceptance of the wage determination. The non-Federal entity must report all 
suspected or reported violations to the Federal awarding agency.

e. In contracts subject to the Davis-Bacon Act, the contracts must also include a
provision for compliance with the Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act (40 U.S.C. § 
3145), as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 3 
(Contractors and Subcontractors on Public Building or Public Work Financed in 
Whole or in Part by Loans or Grants from the United States). The Copeland Anti-
Kickback Act provides that each contractor or subrecipient must be prohibited
from inducing, by any means, any person employed in the construction, 
completion, or repair of public work, to give up any part of the compensation to 
which he or she is otherwise entitled. The non-Federal entity must report all 
suspected or reported violations to FEMA.

f. The regulation at 29 C.F.R. § 5.5(a) does provide the required contract clause that 
applies to compliance with both the Davis-Bacon and Copeland Acts. However, as 
discussed in the previous subsection, the Davis-Bacon Act does not apply to Public 
Assistance recipients and subrecipients. In situations where the Davis-Bacon Act 
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does not apply, neither does the Copeland “Anti-Kickback Act.” However, for 
purposes of grant programs where both clauses do apply, FEMA requires the 
following contract clause:

“Compliance with the Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act.

(1) Contractor. The contractor shall comply with 18 U.S.C. § 874, 40U.S.C. 
§ 3145, and the requirements of 29 C.F.R. pt. 3 as may be applicable, 
which are incorporated by reference into this contract.

(2) Subcontracts. The contractor or subcontractor shall insert in any 
subcontracts the clause above and such other clauses as the FEMA may by 
appropriate instructions require, and also a clause requiring the 
subcontractors to include these clauses in any lower tier subcontracts. The 
prime contractor shall be responsible for the compliance by any 
subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor with all of these contract clauses
(3) Breach. A breach of the contract clauses above may be grounds for 
termination of the contract, and for debarment as a contractor and 
subcontractor as provided in 29 C.F.R. § 5.12.”

5. Contract Work Hours and SafetyStandards Act.

a. Applicability: This requirement applies to all FEMA grant and cooperative 
agreement programs.

b. Where applicable (see 40 U.S.C. § 3701), all contracts awarded by the non-Federal 
entity in excess of $100,000 that involve the employment of mechanics or laborers 
must include a provision for compliance with 40 U.S.C. §§ 3702 and 3704, as 
supplemented by Department of Labor regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 5. See 2 C.F.R. 
Part 200, Appendix II, ¶ E.

c. Under 40 U.S.C. § 3702, each contractor must be required to compute the wages of
every mechanic and laborer on the basis of a standard work week of 40 hours. Work 
in excess of the standard work week is permissible provided that the worker is 
compensated at a rate of not less than one and a half times the basic rate of pay for 
all hours worked in excess of 40 hours in the workweek.

d. The requirements of 40 U.S.C. § 3704 are applicable to construction work and 
provide that no laborer or mechanic must be required to work in surroundings or 
under working conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous. These 
requirements do not apply to the purchases of supplies or materials or articles 
ordinarily available on the open market, or contracts for transportation or 
transmission of intelligence.

e. The regulation at 29 C.F.R. § 5.5(b) provides the required contract clause 
concerning compliance with the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act:

“Compliance with the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act.

(1) Overtime requirements. No contractor or subcontractor contracting for 
any part of the contract work which may require or involve the employment 
of laborers or mechanics shall require or permit any such laborer or 
mechanic in any workweek in which he or she is employed on such work
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to work in excess of forty hours in such workweek unless such laborer or 
mechanic receives compensation at a rate not less than one and one-half
times the basic rate of pay for all hours worked in excess of forty hours in 
such workweek.

(2) Violation; liability for unpaid wages; liquidated damages. In the event 
of any violation of the clause set forth in paragraph (1) of this section the 
contractor and any subcontractor responsible therefor shall be liable for 
the unpaid wages. In addition, such contractor and subcontractor shall be
liable to the United States (in the case of work done under contract for the 
District of Columbia or a territory, to such District or to such territory), for 
liquidated damages. Such liquidated damages shall be computed with 
respect to each individual laborer or mechanic, including watchmen and 
guards, employed in violation of the clause set forth in paragraph (1) of 
this section, in the sum of $10 for each calendar day on which such 
individual was required or permitted to work in excess of the standard 
workweek of forty hours without payment of the overtime wages required 
by the clause set forth in paragraph (1) of this section.

(3) Withholding for unpaid wages and liquidated damages. The (write in 
the name of the Federal agency or the loan or grant recipient) shall upon 
its own action or upon written request of an authorized representative of the 
Department of Labor withhold or cause to be withheld, from any moneys 
payable on account of work performed by the contractor or subcontractor 
under any such contract or any other Federal contract with the same prime 
contractor, or any other federally-assisted contract subject to the Contract 
Work Hours and Safety Standards Act, which is held by the same prime 
contractor, such sums as may be determined to be necessary to satisfy any 
liabilities of such contractor or subcontractor for unpaid wages and
liquidated damages as provided in the clause set forth in paragraph (2) of 
this section.

(4) Subcontracts. The contractor or subcontractor shall insert in any 
subcontracts the clauses set forth in paragraph (1) through (4) of this 
section and also a clause requiring the subcontractors to include these 
clauses in any lower tier subcontracts. The prime contractor shall be 
responsible for compliance by any subcontractor or lower tier 
subcontractor with the clauses set forth in paragraphs (1) through (4) of 
this section.”

6. Rights to Inventions Made Under a Contract or Agreement.

a. Stafford Act Disaster Grants. This requirement does not apply to the Public 
Assistance, Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, Fire Management Assistance 
Grant Program, Crisis Counseling Assistance and Training Grant Program, 
Disaster Case Management Grant Program, and Federal Assistance to Individuals 
and Households – Other Needs Assistance Grant Program, as 

FEMA awards under these programs do not meet the definition of “funding agreement.”

b. If the FEMA award meets the definition of “funding agreement” under 37 C.F.R.
§ 401.2(a) and the non-Federal entity wishes to enter into a contract with a small business firm or 
nonprofit organization regarding the substitution of parties, assignment or performance of 
experimental, developmental, or research work under that “funding agreement,” the non-Federal 
entity must comply with the requirements of 37 C.F.R. Part 401 (Rights to Inventions Made by 
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Nonprofit Organizations and Small Business Firms Under Government Grants, Contracts and 
Cooperative Agreements), and any implementing regulations issued by FEMA.  See 2 C.F.R. Part 
200, Appendix II, ¶ F.

c. The regulation at 37 C.F.R. § 401.2(a) currently defines “funding agreement” as 
any contract, grant, or cooperative agreement entered into between any Federal 
agency, other than the Tennessee Valley Authority, and any contractor for the 
performance of experimental, developmental, or research work funded in whole or 
in part by the Federal government. This term also includes any assignment, 
substitution of parties, or subcontract of any type entered into for the performance 
of experimental, developmental, or research work under a funding agreement as 
defined in the first sentence of thisparagraph.

7. Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Contracts of amounts in excess of 
$150,000 must contain a provision that requires the contractor to agree to comply with all 
applicable standards, orders, or regulations issued pursuant to the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.

§§ 7401-7671q) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended (33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-
1387). Violations must be reported to FEMA and the Regional Office of the Environmental 
Protection Agency. See 2 C.F.R. Part 200, Appendix II, ¶ G.

a. The following provides a sample contract clause concerning compliance for 
contracts of amounts in excess of $150,000:

“Clean Air Act

(1) The contractor agrees to comply with all applicable standards, orders 
or regulations issued pursuant to the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.

§ 7401 et seq.

(2) The contractor agrees to report each violation to the (name of the 
state agency or local or Indian tribal government) and understands and 
agrees that the (name of the state agency or local or Indian tribal 
government) will, in turn, report each violation as required to assure 
notification to the (name of recipient), Federal Emergency Management 
Agency, and the appropriate Environmental Protection Agency Regional 
Office.

(3) The contractor agrees to include these requirements in each 
subcontract exceeding $150,000 financed in whole or in part with Federal 
assistance provided by FEMA.

Federal Water Pollution Control Act

(1) The contractor agrees to comply with all applicable standards, orders 
or regulations issued pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 
as amended, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.

(2) The contractor agrees to report each violation to the (name of the state 
agency or local or Indian tribal government) and understands and agrees 
that the (name of the state agency or local or Indiantribal government) will, 
in turn, report each violation as required to assure notification to the (name 
of recipient), Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the appropriate 
Environmental Protection Agency Regional Office.
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(3) The contractor agrees to include these requirements in each 
subcontract exceeding $150,000 financed in whole or in part with Federal 
assistance provided by FEMA.”

8. Debarment and Suspension.

a. Applicability: This requirement applies to all FEMA grant and cooperative agreement
programs.

b. Non-federal entities and contractors are subject to the debarment and suspension 
regulations implementing Executive Order 12549, Debarment and Suspension 
(1986) and Executive Order 12689, Debarment and Suspension (1989) at 2 C.F.R. 
Part 180 and the Department of Homeland Security’s regulations at 2 C.F.R. Part 
3000 (Non procurement Debarment andSuspension).

c. These regulations restrict awards, subawards, and contracts with certain parties 
that are debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded from or ineligible for 
participation in Federal assistance programs and activities. See 2 C.F.R. Part 200,
Appendix II, ¶ H; and Procurement Guidance for Recipients and Subrecipients 
Under 2 C.F.R. Part 200 (Uniform Rules): Supplement to the Public Assistance 
Procurement Disaster Assistance Team (PDAT) Field Manual Chapter IV, ¶ 6.d, 
and Appendix C, ¶ 2 [hereinafter PDAT Supplement]. A contract award must not 
be made to parties listed in the SAM Exclusions. SAM Exclusions is the list 
maintained by the General Services Administration that contains the names of 
parties debarred, suspended, or otherwise excluded by agencies, as well as parties 
declared ineligible under statutory or regulatory authority other than Executive 
Order 12549. SAM exclusions can be accessed at www.sam.gov. See 2 C.F.R. § 
180.530; PDAT Supplement, Chapter IV, ¶ 6.d and Appendix C, ¶ 2.

d. In general, an “excluded” party cannot receive a Federal grant award or a contract 
within the meaning of a “covered transaction,” to include subawards and 
subcontracts. This includes parties that receive Federal funding indirectly, such as 
contractors to recipients and subrecipients. The key to the exclusion is whether 
there is a “covered transaction,” which is any non-procurement transaction (unless 
excepted) at either a “primary” or “secondary” tier. Although “covered transactions” 
do not include contracts awarded by the Federal Government for purposes of the 
non-procurement common rule and DHS’s implementing regulations, it does 
include some contracts awarded by recipients and subrecipient.

e. Specifically, a covered transaction includes the following contracts for goods or 
services:

(1) The contract is awarded by a recipient or subrecipient in the amount of 
at least $25,000.

(2) The contract requires the approval of FEMA, regardless of amount.

(3) The contract is for federally required audit services.

(4) A subcontract is also a covered transaction if it is awarded by the 
contractor of a recipient or subrecipient and requires either the approval of 
FEMA or is in excess of $25,000.

d. The following provides a debarment and suspension clause. It incorporates an 
optional method of verifying that contractors are not excluded or disqualified:
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“Suspension and Debarment

(1) This contract is a covered transaction for purposes of 2 C.F.R. pt. 180
and 2 C.F.R. pt. 3000. As such the contractor is required to verify that none
of the contractor, its principals (defined at 2 C.F.R. § 180.995), or its affiliates
(defined at 2 C.F.R. § 180.905) are excluded (defined at 2 C.F.R.

§ 180.940) or disqualified (defined at 2 C.F.R. § 180.935).

(2) The contractor must comply with 2 C.F.R. pt. 180, subpart C and 2
C.F.R. pt. 3000, subpart C and must include a requirement to comply with these regulations in any 
lower tier covered transaction it enters into.

(3) This certification is a material representation of fact relied upon by 
(insert name of subrecipient). If it is later determined that the contractor 
did not comply with 2 C.F.R. pt. 180, subpart C and 2 C.F.R. pt. 3000, 
subpart C, in addition to remedies available to (name of state agency 
serving as recipient and name of subrecipient), the Federal Government 
may pursue available remedies, including but not limited to suspension 
and/or debarment.

(4) The bidder or proposer agrees to comply with the requirements of 2
C.F.R. pt. 180, subpart C and 2 C.F.R. pt. 3000, subpart C while this offer is valid and throughout 
the period of any contract that may arise from this offer. The bidder or proposer further agrees to 
include a provision requiring such compliance in its lower tier covered transactions.”

9. Byrd Anti-LobbyingAmendment.

a. Applicability: This requirement applies to all FEMA grant and cooperative agreement
programs.

b. Contractors that apply or bid for an award of $100,000 or more must file the required 
certification. See 2 C.F.R. Part 200, Appendix II, ¶ I; 44 C.F.R. Part 18; PDAT 
Supplement, Chapter IV, 6.c; Appendix C, ¶ 4.

c. Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and has not used Federal 
appropriated funds to pay any person or organization for influencing or attempting to 
influence an officer or employee of any agency, a member of Congress, officer or 
employee of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with 
obtaining any Federal contract, grant or any other award covered by 31 U.S.C. § 
1352. Each tier must also disclose any lobbying with non-Federal funds that takes 
place in connection with obtaining any Federal award. Such disclosures are 
forwarded from tier to tier up to the non-Federal award.  See PDAT Supplement,
Chapter IV, ¶ 6.c and Appendix C, ¶ 4.

d. The following provides a Byrd Anti-Lobbying contract clause:

“Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment, 31 U.S.C. § 1352 (as amended)

Contractors who apply or bid for an award of $100,000 or more shall file the required certification. 
Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and has not used Federal appropriated funds to 
pay any person or organization for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of 
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any agency, a member of Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a member 
of Congress in connection with obtaining any Federal contract, grant, or any other award covered 
by 31 U.S.C. § 1352. Each tier shall also disclose any lobbying with non-Federal funds that takes 
place in connection with obtaining any Federal award. Such disclosures are forwarded from tier to 
tier up to the recipient.”

APPENDIX A, 44 C.F.R. PART 18 – CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING

Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans, and Cooperative Agreements (To be 

submitted with each bid or offer exceeding $100,000)

The undersigned [Contractor] certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge, that:

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the 
undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or 
employee of an agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, 
or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any 
Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the
entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, 
amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement.

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid
to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any 
agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee 
of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or
cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-
LLL, “Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying,” in accordance with its instructions.

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in 
the award documents for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, subgrants, 
and contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all 
subrecipients shall certifyand disclose accordingly.

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this 
transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or 
entering into this transaction imposed by 31, U.S.C. § 1352 (as amended by the Lobbying Disclosure 
Act of 1995). Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty 
of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure.

The Contractor, , certifies or affirms the truthfulness and
accuracyof each statement of its certification and disclosure, if any. In addition, the Contractor 
understands and agrees that the provisions of 31 U.S.C. § 3801 et seq., apply to this certification 
and disclosure, if any.

Signature of Contractor’s Authorized Official

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.
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Name and Title of Contractor’s Authorized Official

Date”

10. Procurement of Recovered Materials.

a. Applicability: This requirement applies to all FEMA grant and cooperative 
agreement programs.

b. A non-Federal entity that is a state agency or agency of a political subdivision of a
state and its contractors must comply with Section 6002 of the Solid Waste 
Disposal Act, Pub. L. No. 89-272 (1965) (codified as amended by the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act at 42 U.S.C. § 6962). See 2 C.F.R. Part 200, 
Appendix II, ¶ J; 2 C.F.R. § 200.322; PDAT Supplement, Chapter V, ¶ 7.

c. The requirements of Section 6002 include procuring only items designated in 
guidelines of the EPA at 40 C.F.R. Part 247 that contain the highest percentage of
recovered materials practicable, consistent with maintaining a satisfactory level of 
competition, where the purchase price of the item exceeds $10,000 or the value of
the quantity acquired by the preceding fiscal year exceeded $10,000; procuring 
solid waste management services in a manner that maximizes energy and resource 
recovery; and establishing an affirmative procurement program for procurement of
recovered materials identified in the EPA guidelines.

d. The following provides the clause that a state agency or agency of a political
subdivision of a state and its contractors can include in contracts meeting the 
above contract thresholds:

“(1) In the performance of this contract, the Contractor shall make maximum use of products 
containing recovered materials that are EPA- designated items unless the product cannot be 
acquired—

(i) Competitively within a timeframe providing for compliance 
with the contract performanceschedule;

(ii) Meetingcontract performance requirements; or

(iii) At a reasonable price.

(2) Information about this requirement, along with the list of EPA- designate items, is 
available at EPA’s Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines web site, 
https://www.epa.gov/smm/comprehensive- procurement-guideline-cpg-program.”

11. Additional FEMA Requirements.

a. The Uniform Rules authorize FEMA to require additional provisions for non-
Federal entity contracts. FEMA, pursuant to this authority, requires or 
recommends the following:

Gary Frazier

January 8, 2020
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b. Changes.

To be eligible for FEMA assistance under the non-Federal entity’s FEMA grant or cooperative 
agreement, the cost of the change, modification, change order, or constructive change must be 
allowable, allocable, within the scope of its grant or cooperative agreement, and reasonable for the 
completion of project scope. FEMA recommends, therefore, that a non-Federal entity include a 
changes clause in its contract that describes how, if at all, changes can be made by either party to 
alter the method, price, or schedule of the work without breaching the contract. The language of 
the clause may differ depending on the nature of the contract and the end-item procured.

c. Access to Records.

All non-Federal entities must place into their contracts a provision that all contractors and their 
successors, transferees, assignees, and subcontractors acknowledge and
agree to comply with applicable provisions governing Department and FEMA access to records, 
accounts, documents, information, facilities, and staff. See DHS Standard Terms and Conditions, 
v 3.0, ¶ XXVI (2013).

d. The following provides a contract clause regarding access to records:

“Access to Records. The following access to records requirements apply to this contract:

(1) The contractor agrees to provide (insert name of state agency or local 
or Indian tribal government), (insert name of recipient), the FEMA 
Administrator, the Comptroller General of the United States, or any of 
their authorized representatives access to any books, documents, 
papers, and records of the Contractor which are directly pertinent to this
contract for the purposes of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and 
transcriptions.

(2) The Contractor agrees to permit any of the foregoing parties to 
reproduce by any means whatsoever or to copy excerpts and transcriptions 
as reasonably needed.

(3) The contractor agrees to provide the FEMA Administrator or his 
authorized representatives access to construction or other work sites 
pertaining to the work being completed under thecontract.”

12. DHS Seal, Logo, and Flags.

a. All non-Federal entities must place in their contracts a provision that a contractor 
shall not use the DHS seal(s), logos, crests, or reproductions of flags or likenesses 
of DHS agency officials without specific FEMA pre-approval. See DHS Standard 
Terms and Conditions, v 3.0, ¶ XXV (2013).

b. The following provides a contract clause regarding DHS Seal, Logo, and Flags:
“The contractor shall not use the DHS seal(s), logos, crests, or reproductions of
flags or likenesses of DHS agency officials without specific FEMA pre-
approval.”

13. Compliance with Federal Law, Regulations, and Executive Orders.

a. All non-Federal entities must place into their contracts an acknowledgement that
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FEMA financial assistance will be used to fund the contract along with the 
requirement that the contractor will comply with all applicable federal law, 
regulations, executive orders, and FEMA policies, procedures, and directives.

b. The following provides a contract clause regarding Compliance with Federal Law, 
Regulations, and Executive Orders: “This is an acknowledgement that FEMA 
financial assistance will be used to fund the contract only. The contractor will 
comply will all applicable federal law, regulations, executive orders, FEMA 
policies, procedures, and directives.”

14. No Obligation by FederalGovernment.

a. The non-Federal entity must include a provision in its contract that states that the 
Federal Government is not a party to the contract and is not subject to any 
obligations or liabilities to the non-Federal entity, contractor, or any other party 
pertaining to any matter resulting from thecontract.

b. The following provides a contract clause regarding no obligation by the Federal 
Government: “The Federal Government is not a party to this contract and is not 
subject to any obligations or liabilities to the non-Federal entity, contractor, or any 
other party pertaining to any matter resulting from the contract.”

15. Program Fraud and False or Fraudulent Statements or Related Acts.

a. The non-Federal entity must include a provision in its contract that the contractor 
acknowledges that 31 U.S.C. Chap. 38 (Administrative Remedies for False 
Claims and Statements) applies to its actions pertaining to the contract.

b. The following provides a contract clause regarding Fraud and False or Fraudulent 
or Related Acts: “The contractor acknowledges that 31 U.S.C. Chap. 38 
(Administrative Remedies for False Claims and Statements) applies to the 
contractor’s actions pertaining to thiscontract.”

Additional contract clauses per 2 C.F.R. § 200.325

For applicable construction/reconstruction/renovation and related services: A payment and 
performance bond are both required for 100 percent of the contract price. A “performance bond” is 
one executed in connection with a contract to secure fulfillment of all the contractor’s obligations 
under such contract. A “payment bond” is one executed in connection with a contract to assure 
payment as required by law of all persons supplying labor and material in the execution of the work 
provided in the contract.
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Offeror agrees to comply with all terms and conditions outlined in the Special 
Conditions section of this solicitation.

Offeror’s Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address, City, State, and Zip Code: _____________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number:___________________________ _Fax Number: ______________________________________

Printed Name and Title of Authorized Representative:_____________________________________________________________

Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Authorized Representative: ____________________________________Date: ________________________________

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

10625 North County Road, Frisco, TX 75033

972-668-9340 972-668-9351

Gary Frazier, President

garyfrazier@coreconstruction.com

January 8, 2020
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Appendix C, DOC # 6

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please provide responses to the following questions that address your company’s operations, 
organization, structure and processes for providing products and services.

1. Diversity Programs
• Do you currently have a diversity program or any diversity partners that you do

business with? Yes   No
     (If the answer is yes, attach a statement detailing the structure of your program, along with 
      a list of your diversity alliances and a copy of their certifications.)

2. Diverse Vendor Certification Participation
Region 4 ESC encourages the use of under-utilized businesses (HUB), minority and women 
business enterprises (MWBE), and small and/or disadvantages business enterprises (SBE) 
both as prime and subcontractors. Offerors shall indicate below whether or not they and/or any 
of their subcontractors (and if so which) hold certification in any of the classified areas and 
include proof of such certification with their response.

a. Minority Women Business Enterprise
Respondent certifies that this firm is an MWBE Yes   No
List certifying agency: _______________________________________________

b. Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
Respondent certifies that this firm is a SBE or DBE Yes   No
List certifying agency: _______________________________________________

c. Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUB)
Respondent certifies that this firm is a HUB                               Yes   No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________

d. Historically Underutilized Business Zone Enterprise (HUBZone)
Respondent certifies that this firm is a HUBZone                              Yes   No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________

e. Other
Respondent certifies that this firm is a recognized diversity                    Yes   No
certificate holder        
List certifying agency: _______________________________________________

3. Has Offeror made and is Offeror committed to continuing to take all affirmative steps set forth in 2 
CFR 200.321 as it relates to the scope of work outlined in this solicitation?   Yes   No

X

X

X

X

X

X
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APPENDIX D

REQUIREMENTS FOR NATIONAL COOPERATIVE CONTRACT

TO BE ADMINISTERED BY 

OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR

The following documents are used in evaluating and administering national cooperative contracts 
and are included for Supplier’s review and response.

Exhibit A – RESPONSE FOR NATIONAL COOPERATIVE CONTRACT 

Exhibit B – ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT, EXAMPLE

Exhibit C – MASTER INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATIVE PURCHASING AGREEMENT, 
EXAMPLE

Exhibit D – PRINCIPAL PROCUREMENT AGENCY CERTIFICATE, EXAMPLE

Exhibit E – CONTRACT SALES REPORTING TEMPLATE

Exhibit F – FEDERAL FUNDS CERTIFICATIONS

Exhibit G – NEW JERSEY BUSINESS COMPLIANCE 

Exhibit H – ADVERTISING COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT 
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EXHIBIT A

RESPONSE FOR NATIONAL COOPERATIVE CONTRACT

1.0 Scope of National Cooperative Contract

Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings given to them in the Master 
Agreement or in the Administration Agreement between Supplier and OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector.

1.1 Requirement

Region 4 ESC (hereinafter defined and referred to as “Principal Procurement 
Agency”), on behalf of itself and the National Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance 
Company, a Delaware corporation d/b/a OMNIA Partners, Public Sector (“OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector”), is requesting proposals for Disaster and Non-Disaster 
Restoration of Operational Services. The intent of this Request for Proposal is any 
contract between Principal Procurement Agency and Supplier resulting from this 
Request for Proposal (“Master Agreement”) be made available to other public 
agencies nationally, including state and local governmental entities, public and private 
primary, secondary and higher education entities, non-profit entities, and agencies for 
the public benefit (“Public Agencies”), through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s
cooperative purchasing program.  The Principal Procurement Agency has executed 
a Principal Procurement Agency Certificate with OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, an 
example of which is included as Exhibit D, and has agreed to pursue the Master 
Agreement.  Use of the Master Agreement by any Public Agency is preceded by their 
registration with OMNIA Partners, Public Sector as a Participating Public Agency in 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s cooperative purchasing program.  Registration with 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector as a Participating Public Agency is accomplished by 
Public Agencies entering into a Master Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing 
Agreement, an example of which is attached as Exhibit C, and by using the Master 
Agreement, any such Participating Public Agency agrees that it is registered with 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, whether pursuant to the terms of the Master 
Intergovernmental Purchasing Cooperative Agreement or as otherwise agreed to.
The terms and pricing established in the resulting Master Agreement between the 
Supplier and the Principal Procurement Agency will be the same as that available to 
Participating Public Agencies through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.

All transactions, purchase orders, invoices, payments etc., will occur directly between 
the Supplier and each Participating Public Agency individually, and neither OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector, any Principal Procurement Agency nor any Participating 
Public Agency, including their respective agents, directors, employees or 
representatives, shall be liable to Supplier for any acts, liabilities, damages, etc., 
incurred by any other Participating Public Agency. Supplier is responsible for knowing 
the tax laws in each state.
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This Exhibit A defines the expectations for qualifying Suppliers based on OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector’s requirements to market the resulting Master Agreement 
nationally to Public Agencies.  Each section in this Exhibit A refers to the capabilities, 
requirements, obligations, and prohibitions of competing Suppliers on a national level 
in order to serve Participating Public Agencies through OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector.

These requirements are incorporated into and are considered an integral part of this 
RFP.  OMNIA Partners, Public Sector reserves the right to determine whether or not 
to make the Master Agreement awarded by the Principal Procurement Agency 
available to Participating Public Agencies, in its sole and absolute discretion, and any 
party submitting a response to this RFP acknowledges that any award by the Principal 
Procurement Agency does not obligate OMNIA Partners, Public Sector to make the 
Master Agreement available to Participating Procurement Agencies.

1.2 Marketing, Sales and Administrative Support

During the term of the Master Agreement OMNIA Partners, Public Sector intends to 
provide marketing, sales, partnership development and administrative support for 
Supplier pursuant to this section that directly promotes the Supplier’s products and 
services to Participating Public Agencies through multiple channels, each designed 
to promote specific products and services to Public Agencies on a national basis.

OMNIA Partners will assign the Supplier a Director of Partner Development who will 
serve as the main point of contact for the Supplier and will be responsible for 
managing the overall relationship between the Supplier and OMNIA Partners.  The 
Director of Partner Development will work with the Supplier to develop a 
comprehensive strategy to promote the Master Agreement and will connect the 
Supplier with appropriate stakeholders within OMNIA Partners including, Sales, 
Marketing, Contracting, Training, and Operations & Support.

The OMNIA Partners, Public Sector marketing team will work in conjunction with 
Supplier to promote the Master Agreement to both existing Participating Public 
Agencies and prospective Public Agencies through channels that may include:

A. Marketing collateral (print, electronic, email, presentations)
B. Website 
C. Trade shows/conferences/meetings
D. Advertising
E.  Social Media

The OMNIA Partners, Public Sector sales teams will work in conjunction with Supplier 
to promote the Master Agreement to both existing Participating Public Agencies and 
prospective Public Agencies through initiatives that may include:

A. Individual sales calls 
B. Joint sales calls
C. Communications/customer service
D. Training sessions for Public Agency teams
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E. Training sessions for Supplier teams

The OMNIA Partners, Public Sector contracting teams will work in conjunction with 
Supplier to promote the Master Agreement to both existing Participating Public 
Agencies and prospective Public Agencies through:

A. Serving as the subject matter expert for questions regarding joint powers authority 
and state statutes and regulations for cooperative purchasing

B. Training sessions for Public Agency teams
C. Training sessions for Supplier teams
D. Regular business reviews to monitor program success
E. General contract administration

Suppliers are required to pay an administrative fee of 3% of the greater of the Contract 
Sales under the Master Agreement and Guaranteed Contract Sales under this 
Request for Proposal.  Supplier will be required to execute the OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector Administration Agreement (Exhibit B).

1.3 Estimated Volume

The dollar volume purchased under the Master Agreement is estimated to be 
approximately $20 million annually.  While no minimum volume is guaranteed to 
Supplier, the estimated annual volume is projected based on the current annual 
volumes among the Principal Procurement Agency, other Participating Public 
Agencies that are anticipated to utilize the resulting Master Agreement to be made 
available to them through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, and volume growth into 
other Public Agencies through a coordinated marketing approach between Supplier 
and OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.

1.4 Award Basis

The basis of any contract award resulting from this RFP made by Principal 
Procurement Agency will, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s option, be the basis of 
award on a national level through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.  If multiple 
Suppliers are awarded by Principal Procurement Agency under the Master 
Agreement, those same Suppliers will be required to extend the Master Agreement 
to Participating Public Agencies through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.  Utilization 
of the Master Agreement by Participating Public Agencies will be at the discretion of 
the individual Participating Public Agency. Certain terms of the Master Agreement 
specifically applicable to the Principal Procurement Agency (e.g. governing law) are 
subject to modification for each Participating Public Agency as Supplier, such 
Participating Public Agency and OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall agree without 
being in conflict with the Master Agreement. Participating Agencies may request to 
enter into a separate supplemental agreement to further define the level of service 
requirements over and above the minimum defined in the Master Agreement (i.e. 
invoice requirements, order requirements, specialized delivery, diversity requirements 
such as minority and woman owned businesses, historically underutilized business, 
governing law, etc.).  It shall be the responsibility of the Supplier to comply, when 
applicable, with the prevailing wage legislation in effect in the jurisdiction of the 
Participating Agency.  It shall further be the responsibility of the Supplier to monitor 
the prevailing wage rates as established by the appropriate department of labor for 
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any increase in rates during the term of the Master Agreement and adjust wage rates 
accordingly.  Any supplemental agreement developed as a result of the Master 
Agreement is exclusively between the Participating Agency and the Supplier 
(Contract Sales are reported to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector).  

All purchase orders issued and accepted by the Supplier may survive expiration or 
termination of the Master Agreement. Participating Agencies’ purchase orders may 
exceed the term of the Master Agreement if the purchase order is issued prior to the 
expiration of the Master Agreement.  Supplier is responsible for reporting all sales 
and paying the applicable administrative fee for sales that use the Master Agreement 
as the basis for the purchase order, even though Master Agreement may have 
expired.

1.5 Objectives of Cooperative Program 

This RFP is intended to achieve the following objectives regarding availability through 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s cooperative program: 

A. Provide a comprehensive competitively solicited and awarded national agreement 
offering the Products covered by this solicitation to Participating Public Agencies;

B. Establish the Master Agreement as the Supplier’s primary go to market strategy 
to Public Agencies nationwide;

C. Achieve cost savings for Supplier and Public Agencies through a single solicitation 
process that will reduce the Supplier’s need to respond to multiple solicitations 
and Public Agencies need to conduct their own solicitation process;

D. Combine the aggregate purchasing volumes of Participating Public Agencies to 
achieve cost effective pricing.

2.0 REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS

As a condition to Supplier entering into the Master Agreement, which would be 
available to all Public Agencies, Supplier must make certain representations, 
warranties and covenants to both the Principal Procurement Agency and OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector designed to ensure the success of the Master Agreement 
for all Participating Public Agencies as well as the Supplier.

2.1 Corporate Commitment

Supplier commits that (1) the Master Agreement has received all necessary corporate 
authorizations and support of the Supplier’s executive management, (2) the Master 
Agreement is Supplier's primary “go to market” strategy for Public Agencies, (3) the 
Master Agreement will be promoted to all Public Agencies, including any existing
customers, and Supplier will transition existing customers, upon their request, to the 
Master Agreement, and (4) that the Supplier has read and agrees to the terms and 
conditions of the Administration Agreement with OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and 
will execute such agreement concurrent with and as a condition of its execution of the 
Master Agreement with the Principal Procurement Agency. Supplier will identify an 
executive corporate sponsor and a separate national account manager within the 
RFP response that will be responsible for the overall management of the Master 
Agreement.
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2.2 Pricing Commitment

Supplier commits the not-to-exceed pricing provided under the Master Agreement 
pricing is its lowest available (net to buyer) to Public Agencies nationwide and further 
commits that if a Participating Public Agency is eligible for lower pricing through a 
national, state, regional or local or cooperative contract, the Supplier will match such 
lower pricing to that Participating Public Agency under the Master Agreement.

2.3 Sales Commitment

Supplier commits to aggressively market the Master Agreement as its go to market 
strategy in this defined sector and that its sales force will be trained, engaged and 
committed to offering the Master Agreement to Public Agencies through OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector nationwide. Supplier commits that all Master Agreement sales 
will be accurately and timely reported to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector in accordance 
with the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector Administration Agreement.  Supplier also 
commits its sales force will be compensated, including sales incentives, for sales to 
Public Agencies under the Master Agreement in a consistent or better manner 
compared to sales to Public Agencies if the Supplier were not awarded the Master 
Agreement. 

3.0 SUPPLIER RESPONSE

Supplier must supply the following information in order for the Principal Procurement Agency 
to determine Supplier’s qualifications to extend the resulting Master Agreement to 
Participating Public Agencies through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.

3.1 Company

A. Brief history and description of Supplier. 
B. Total number and location of sales persons employed by Supplier.
C. Number and location of support centers (if applicable) and location of corporate 

office.
D. Annual sales for the three previous fiscal years.
E. Submit FEIN and Dunn & Bradstreet report.
F. Describe any green or environmental initiatives or policies.
G. Describe any diversity programs or partners supplier does business with and how 

Participating Agencies may use diverse partners through the Master Agreement.  
Indicate how, if at all, pricing changes when using the diversity program.

H. Describe any historically underutilized business certifications supplier holds and 
the certifying agency.  This may include business enterprises such as minority 
and women owned, small or disadvantaged, disable veterans, etc. 

I. Describe how supplier differentiates itself from its competitors.
J. Describe any present or past litigation, bankruptcy or reorganization involving 

supplier. 
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K. Felony Conviction Notice: Indicate if the supplier
a. is a publicly held corporation and this reporting requirement is not 

applicable;
b. is not owned or operated by anyone who has been convicted of a felony; 

or
c. is owned or operated by and individual(s) who has been convicted of a 

felony and provide the names and convictions.
L. Describe any debarment or suspension actions taken against supplier

3.2 Distribution, Logistics

A. Describe the full line of products and services offered by supplier.
B. Describe how supplier proposes to distribute the products/service nationwide. 

Include any states where products and services will not be offered under the 
Master Agreement, including U.S. Territories and Outlying Areas.

C. Describe how Participating Agencies are ensured they will receive the Master 
Agreement pricing; include all distribution channels such as direct ordering, retail 
or in-store locations, through distributors, etc. Describe how Participating 
Agencies verify and audit pricing to ensure its compliance with the Master 
Agreement.

D. Identify all other companies that will be involved in processing, handling or 
shipping the products/service to the end user.

E. Provide the number, size and location of Supplier’s distribution facilities, 
warehouses and retail network as applicable.

3.3 Marketing and Sales

A. Provide a detailed ninety-day plan beginning from award date of the Master 
Agreement describing the strategy to immediately implement the Master 
Agreement as supplier’s primary go to market strategy for Public Agencies to 
supplier’s teams nationwide, to include, but not limited to:

i. Executive leadership endorsement and sponsorship of the award as the 
public sector go-to-market strategy within first 10 days

ii. Training and education of Supplier’s national sales force with participation 
from the Supplier’s executive leadership, along with the OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector team within first 90 days

B. Provide a detailed ninety-day plan beginning from award date of the Master 
Agreement describing the strategy to market the Master Agreement to current 
Participating Public Agencies, existing Public Agency customers of Supplier, as 
well as to prospective Public Agencies nationwide immediately upon award, to 
include, but not limited to:
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i. Creation and distribution of a co-branded press release to trade 
publications

ii. Announcement, Master Agreement details and contact information 
published on the Supplier’s website within first 90 days

iii. Design, publication and distribution of co-branded marketing materials 
within first 90 days

iv. Commitment to attendance and participation with OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector at national (i.e. NIGP Annual Forum, NPI Conference, etc.), 
regional (i.e. Regional NIGP Chapter Meetings, Regional Cooperative 
Summits, etc.) and supplier-specific trade shows, conferences and 
meetings throughout the term of the Master Agreement

v. Commitment to attend, exhibit and participate at the NIGP Annual Forum 
in an area reserved by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector for partner 
suppliers.  Booth space will be purchased and staffed by Supplier.  In 
addition, Supplier commits to provide reasonable assistance to the overall 
promotion and marketing efforts for the NIGP Annual Forum, as directed 
by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.

vi. Design and publication of national and regional advertising in trade 
publications throughout the term of the Master Agreement

vii. Ongoing marketing and promotion of the Master Agreement throughout its 
term (case studies, collateral pieces, presentations, promotions, etc.)

viii. Dedicated OMNIA Partners, Public Sector internet web-based homepage 
on Supplier’s website with:

• OMNIA Partners, Public Sector standard logo;

• Copy of original Request for Proposal;

• Copy of Master Agreement and amendments between Principal 
Procurement Agency and Supplier;

• Summary of Products and pricing;

• Marketing Materials

• Electronic link to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s website 
including the online registration page;

• A dedicated toll-free number and email address for OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector

C. Describe how Supplier will transition any existing Public Agency customers’ 
accounts to the Master Agreement available nationally through OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector. Include a list of current cooperative contracts (regional and 
national) Supplier holds and describe how the Master Agreement will be
positioned among the other cooperative agreements.

D. Acknowledge Supplier agrees to provide its logo(s) to OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector and agrees to provide permission for reproduction of such logo in 
marketing communications and promotions.  Acknowledge that use of OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector logo will require permission for reproduction, as well.
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E. Confirm Supplier will be proactive in direct sales of Supplier’s goods and services 
to Public Agencies nationwide and the timely follow up to leads established by 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector. All sales materials are to use the OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector logo. At a minimum, the Supplier’s sales initiatives should 
communicate:

i. Master Agreement was competitively solicited and publicly awarded by a 
Principal Procurement Agency

ii. Best government pricing
iii. No cost to participate
iv. Non-exclusive 

F. Confirm Supplier will train its national sales force on the Master Agreement.  At a 
minimum, sales training should include:

i. Key features of Master Agreement
ii. Working knowledge of the solicitation process
iii. Awareness of the range of Public Agencies that can utilize the Master 

Agreement through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
iv. Knowledge of benefits of the use of cooperative contracts

G. Provide the name, title, email and phone number for the person(s), who will be 
responsible for: 

i. Executive Support
ii. Marketing
iii. Sales
iv. Sales Support
v. Financial Reporting
vi. Accounts Payable
vii. Contracts

H. Describe in detail how Supplier’s national sales force is structured, including 
contact information for the highest-level executive in charge of the sales team.

I. Explain in detail how the sales teams will work with the OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector team to implement, grow and service the national program.

I. Explain in detail how Supplier will manage the overall national program throughout
the term of the Master Agreement, including ongoing coordination of marketing 
and sales efforts, timely new Participating Public Agency account set-up, timely 
contract administration, etc.

J. State the amount of Supplier’s Public Agency sales for the previous fiscal year.  
Provide a list of Supplier’s top 10 Public Agency customers, the total purchases 
for each for the previous fiscal year along with a key contact for each.
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K. Describe Supplier’s information systems capabilities and limitations regarding 
order management through receipt of payment, including description of multiple 
platforms that may be used for any of these functions.

M. Provide the Contract Sales (as defined in Section 10 of the OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector Administration Agreement) that Supplier will guarantee each year 
under the Master Agreement for the initial three years of the Master Agreement 
(“Guaranteed Contract Sales”).

$_______.00 in year one
$_______.00 in year two
$_______.00 in year three

To the extent Supplier guarantees minimum Contract Sales, the 
administration fee shall be calculated based on the greater of the actual 
Contract Sales and the Guaranteed Contract Sales.

M. Even though it is anticipated many Public Agencies will be able to utilize the 
Master Agreement without further formal solicitation, there may be circumstances 
where Public Agencies will issue their own solicitations. The following options are 
available when responding to a solicitation for Products covered under the Master 
Agreement. 

i. Respond with Master Agreement pricing (Contract Sales reported to 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector).

ii. If competitive conditions require pricing lower than the standard 
Master Agreement not-to-exceed pricing, Supplier may respond with 
lower pricing through the Master Agreement. If Supplier is awarded 
the contract, the sales are reported as Contract Sales to OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector under the Master Agreement. 

iii. Respond with pricing higher than Master Agreement only in the 
unlikely event that the Public Agency refuses to utilize Master 
Agreement (Contract Sales are not reported to OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector).

iv. If alternative or multiple proposals are permitted, respond with 
pricing higher than Master Agreement, and include Master 
Agreement as the alternate or additional proposal.

Detail Supplier’s strategies under these options when responding to a solicitation.

500k
750k
1m
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EXHIBIT B

ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT, EXAMPLE

ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT

THIS ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made this ___ day of 
______ 20___, between National Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance Company, a Delaware 
corporation d/b/a OMNIA Partners, Public Sector (“OMNIA Partners, Public Sector”), and 
________________ (“Supplier”).

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the ___________________ (the “Principal Procurement Agency”) has entered 
into a Master Agreement effective _________________, Agreement No_______, by and between 
the Principal Procurement Agency and Supplier, (as may be amended from time to time in 
accordance with the terms thereof, the “Master Agreement”), as attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth herein, for the purchase of 
_____________________ (the “Product”);

WHEREAS, said Master Agreement provides that any or all public agencies, including state 
and local governmental entities, public and private primary, secondary and higher education 
entities, non-profit entities, and agencies for the public benefit (collectively, “Public Agencies”), 
that register (either via registration on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website or execution of
a Master Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit B)
(each, hereinafter referred to as a “Participating Public Agency”) may purchase Product at prices 
stated in the Master Agreement;

WHEREAS, Participating Public Agencies may access the Master Agreement which is 
offered through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector to Public Agencies;

WHEREAS, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector serves as the contract administrator of the 
Master Agreement on behalf of Principal Procurement Agency;

WHEREAS, Principal Procurement Agency desires OMNIA Partners, Public Sector to 
proceed with administration of the Master Agreement; and

WHEREAS, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier desire to enter into this Agreement 
to make available the Master Agreement to Participating Public Agencies and to set forth certain 
terms and conditions governing the relationship between OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and
Supplier.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the payments to be made hereunder and the mutual 
covenants contained in this Agreement, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier hereby 
agree as follows:

DEFINITIONS

1. Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not otherwise defined herein shall have 
the meanings given to them in the Master Agreement.

“Exhibit B” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

2. The Master Agreement and the terms and conditions contained therein shall apply to 
this Agreement except as expressly changed or modified by this Agreement.  Supplier 
acknowledges and agrees that the covenants and agreements of Supplier set forth in the 
solicitation and Supplier’s response thereto resulting in the Master Agreement are incorporated 
herein and are an integral part hereof.

3. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall be afforded all of the rights, privileges and 
indemnifications afforded to Principal Procurement Agency by or from Supplier under the Master 
Agreement, and such rights, privileges and indemnifications shall accrue and apply with equal 
effect to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, its agents, employees, directors, and representatives 
under this Agreement including, but not limited to, Supplier’s obligation to obtain appropriate 
insurance.

4. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall perform all of its duties, responsibilities and obligations 
as contract administrator of the Master Agreement on behalf of Principal Procurement Agency as set forth 
herein, and Supplier hereby acknowledges and agrees that all duties, responsibilities and obligations will be 
undertaken by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector solely in its capacity as the contract administrator under the 
Master Agreement.

5. With respect to any purchases by Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating 
Public Agency pursuant to the Master Agreement, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall not be: 
(i) construed as a dealer, re-marketer, representative, partner or agent of any type of the Supplier, 
Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating Public Agency; (ii) obligated, liable or 
responsible for any order for Product made by Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating 
Public Agency or any employee thereof under the Master Agreement or for any payment required 
to be made with respect to such order for Product; and (iii) obligated, liable or responsible for any 
failure by Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating Public Agency to comply with 
procedures or requirements of applicable law or the Master Agreement or to obtain the due 
authorization and approval necessary to purchase under the Master Agreement. OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector makes no representation or guaranty with respect to any minimum purchases by 
Principal Procurement Agency or any Participating Public Agency or any employee thereof under 
this Agreement or the Master Agreement.

6. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall not be responsible for Supplier’s performance 
under the Master Agreement, and Supplier shall hold OMNIA Partners, Public Sector harmless 
from any liability that may arise from the acts or omissions of Supplier in connection with the 
Master Agreement. 

7. WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, OMNIA 
PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES REGARDING OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC 
SECTOR’S PERFORMANCE AS A CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR OF THE MASTER 
AGREEMENT. OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE IN ANY WAY 
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE, 
OR RELIANCE DAMAGES, EVEN IF OMNIA PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR IS ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

TERM OF AGREEMENT; TERMINATION

8. This Agreement shall be in effect so long as the Master Agreement remains in effect, 
provided, however, that the provisions of Sections 3 – 8 and 12 – 23, hereof and the 
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indemnifications afforded by the Supplier to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector in the Master 
Agreement, to the extent such provisions survive any expiration or termination of the Master 
Agreement, shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement.

9. Supplier’s failure to maintain its covenants and commitments contained in this 
Agreement or any action of the Supplier which gives rise to a right by Principal Procurement 
Agency to terminate the Master Agreement shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
If such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days of written notice to Supplier, in addition to any 
and all remedies available at law or equity, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion.  Notwithstanding 
anything contained herein to the contrary, this Agreement shall terminate on the date of the 
termination or expiration of the Master Agreement.

NATIONAL PROMOTION

10. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier shall publicize and promote the 
availability of the Master Agreement’s products and services to Public Agencies and such 
agencies’ employees. Supplier shall require each Public Agency to register its participation in the 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector program by either registering on the OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector website (www.omniapartners.com/publicsector), or executing a Master Intergovernmental 
Cooperative Purchasing Agreement prior to processing the Participating Public Agency’s first 
sales order.  Upon request, Supplier shall make available to interested Public Agencies a copy of 
the Master Agreement and such price lists or quotes as may be necessary for such Public 
Agencies to evaluate potential purchases.

11. Supplier shall provide such marketing and administrative support as set forth in the 
solicitation resulting in the Master Agreement, including assisting in development of marketing 
materials as reasonably requested by Principal Procurement Agency and OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector. Supplier shall be responsible for obtaining permission or license of use and payment of 
any license fees for all content and images Supplier provides to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector 
or posts on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website. Supplier shall indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless OMNIA Partners, Public Sector for use of all such content and images including 
copyright infringement claims. Supplier and OMNIA Partners, Public Sector each hereby grant to 
the other party a limited, revocable, non-transferable, non-sublicensable right to use such party’s 
logo (each, the “Logo”) solely for use in marketing the Master Agreement. Each party shall provide 
the other party with the standard terms of use of such party’s Logo, and such party shall comply 
with such terms in all material respects.  Both parties shall obtain approval from the other party 
prior to use of such party’s Logo.   Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties understand and 
agree that except as provided herein neither party shall have any right, title or interest in the other 
party’s Logo.  Upon termination of this Agreement, each party shall immediately cease use of the 
other party’s Logo.

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE, REPORTING & PAYMENT

12. An “Administrative Fee” shall be defined and due to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector from 
Supplier in the amount of __ percent (__%) (“Administrative Fee Percentage”) multiplied by the total purchase 
amount paid to Supplier, less refunds, credits on returns, rebates and discounts, for the sale of products and/or 
services to Principal Procurement Agency and Participating Public Agencies pursuant to the Master Agreement 
(as amended from time to time and including any renewal thereof) (“Contract Sales”).  From time to time the 
parties may mutually agree in writing to a lower Administrative Fee Percentage for a specifically identified 
Participating Public Agency’s Contract Sales.  
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13. Supplier shall provide OMNIA Partners, Public Sector with an electronic accounting report 
monthly, in the format prescribed by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, summarizing all Contract Sales for each 
calendar month.  The Contract Sales reporting format is provided as Exhibit C (“Contract Sales Report”),
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Contract Sales Reports for each calendar month shall be 
provided by Supplier to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector by the 10th day of the following month.  Failure to 
provide a Contract Sales Report within the time and manner specified herein shall constitute a material breach 
of this Agreement and if not cured within thirty (30) days of written notice to Supplier shall be deemed a cause 
for termination of the Master Agreement, at Principal Procurement Agency’s sole discretion, and/or this 
Agreement, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion.

14. Administrative Fee payments are to be paid by Supplier to OMNIA Partners, Public Sector at 
the frequency and on the due date stated in Section 13, above, for Supplier’s submission of corresponding 
Contract Sales Reports. Administrative Fee payments are to be made via Automated Clearing House (ACH) 
to the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector designated financial institution identified in Exhibit D.   Failure to 
provide a payment of the Administrative Fee within the time and manner specified herein shall constitute a 
material breach of this Agreement and if not cured within thirty (30) days of written notice to Supplier shall 
be deemed a cause for termination of the Master Agreement, at Principal Procurement Agency’s sole 
discretion, and/or this Agreement, at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion. All Administrative Fees 
not paid when due shall bear interest at a rate equal to the lesser of one and one-half percent (1 1/2%) per 
month or the maximum rate permitted by law until paid in full.

15. Supplier shall maintain an accounting of all purchases made by Participating Public Agencies 
under the Master Agreement.  OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, or its designee, in OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector’s sole discretion, reserves the right to compare Participating Public Agency records with Contract Sales 
Reports submitted by Supplier for a period of four (4) years from the date OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
receives such report.  In addition, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector may engage a third party to conduct an
independent audit of Supplier’s monthly reports.  In the event of such an audit, Supplier shall provide all 
materials reasonably requested relating to such audit by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector at the location 
designated by OMNIA Partners, Public Sector. In the event an underreporting of Contract Sales and a resulting 
underpayment of Administrative Fees is revealed, OMNIA Partners, Public Sector will notify the Supplier in 
writing.  Supplier will have thirty (30) days from the date of such notice to resolve the discrepancy to OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector’s reasonable satisfaction, including payment of any Administrative Fees due and owing, 
together with interest thereon in accordance with Section 13, and reimbursement of OMNIA Partners, Public 
Sector’s costs and expenses related to such audit.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

16. This Agreement, the Master Agreement and the exhibits referenced herein supersede 
any and all other agreements, either oral or in writing, between the parties hereto with respect to 
the subject matter hereto and no other agreement, statement, or promise relating to the subject 
matter of this Agreement which is not contained or incorporated herein shall be valid or binding.  
In the event of any conflict between the provisions of this Agreement and the Master Agreement, 
as between OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and Supplier, the provisions of this Agreement shall 
prevail.  

17. If any action at law or in equity is brought to enforce or interpret the provisions of this 
Agreement or to recover any Administrative Fee and accrued interest, the prevailing party shall 
be entitled to reasonable attorney’s fees and costs in addition to any other relief to which it may 
be entitled.

18. This Agreement and OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s rights and obligations 
hereunder may be assigned at OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s sole discretion to an affiliate of 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, any purchaser of any or all or substantially all of the assets of 
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OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, or the successor entity as a result of a merger, reorganization, 
consolidation, conversion or change of control, whether by operation of law or otherwise.  Supplier 
may not assign its obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector.

19. All written communications given hereunder shall be delivered by first-class mail, postage 
prepaid, or overnight delivery on receipt to the addresses as set forth below. 

A. OMNIA Partners, Public Sector:

OMNIA Partners, Public Sector
Attn: President
840 Crescent Centre Drive
Suite 600
Franklin, TN 37067

B. Supplier:
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

20. If any provision of this Agreement shall be deemed to be, or shall in fact be, 
illegal, inoperative or unenforceable, the same shall not affect any other provision or provisions herein 
contained or render the same invalid, inoperative or unenforceable to any extent whatever, and this 
Agreement will be construed by limiting or invalidating such provision to the minimum extent 
necessary to make such provision valid, legal and enforceable.

21. This Agreement may not be amended, changed, modified, or altered without 
the prior written consent of the parties hereto, and no provision of this Agreement may be discharged 
or waived, except by a writing signed by the parties.  A waiver of any particular provision will not be 
deemed a waiver of any other provision, nor will a waiver given on one occasion be deemed to apply 
to any other occasion. 

22. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector, the Supplier and any respective successor and assign thereto; subject, 
however, to the limitations contained herein.

23. This Agreement will be construed under and governed by the laws of the State of 
Delaware, excluding its conflicts of law provisions and any action arising out of or related to this 
Agreement shall be commenced solely and exclusively in the state or federal courts in Williamson 
County Tennessee.

24. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which is an original but all 
of which, together, shall constitute but one and the same instrument. The exchange of copies of 
this Agreement and of signature pages by facsimile, or by .pdf or similar electronic 
transmission, will constitute effective execution and delivery of this Agreement as to the 
parties and may be used in lieu of the original Agreement for all purposes. Signatures of the 
parties transmitted by facsimile, or by .pdf or similar electronic transmission, will be deemed 
to be their original signatures for any purpose whatsoever.

“Exhibit B” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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[INSERT SUPPLIER ENTITY NAME] NATIONAL 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
PURCHASING ALLIANCE 
COMPANY, A DELAWARE 
CORPORATION D/B/A OMNIA 
PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR 

Signature Signature
Sarah Vavra

Name Name
Sr. Vice President, Public Sector 
Contracting

Title Title

Date Date

“Exhibit B” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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EXHIBIT C

MASTER INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATIVE PURCHASING AGREEMENT,
EXAMPLE

MASTER INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATIVE PURCHASING AGREEMENT

This Master Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement (this “Agreement”) is 
entered into by and between those certain government agencies that execute a Principal 
Procurement Agency Certificate (“Principal Procurement Agencies”) with National 
Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance Company, a Delaware corporation d/b/a OMNIA 
Partners, Public Sector and/or Communities Program Management, LLC, a California limited 
liability company d/b/a U.S. Communities (collectively, “OMNIA Partners, Public Sector”) to be 
appended and made a part hereof and such other public agencies (“Participating Public 
Agencies”) who register to participate in the cooperative purchasing programs administered by 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector and its affiliates and subsidiaries (collectively, the “OMNIA 
Partners Parties”) by either registering on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website 
(www.omniapartners.com/publicsector or any successor website), or by executing a copy of this 
Agreement.

RECITALS

WHEREAS, after a competitive solicitation and selection process by Principal Procurement
Agencies, in compliance with their own policies, procedures, rules and regulations, a number of 
suppliers have entered into “Master Agreements” (herein so called) to provide a variety of 
goods, products and services (“Products”) to the applicable Principal Procurement Agency and 
the Participating Public Agencies;

WHEREAS, Master Agreements are made available by Principal Procurement Agencies through 
the OMNIA Partners Parties and provide that Participating Public Agencies may purchase 
Products on the same terms, conditions and pricing as the Principal Procurement Agency, subject 
to any applicable federal and/or local purchasing ordinances and the laws of the State of 
purchase; and

WHEREAS, in addition to Master Agreements, the OMNIA Partners Parties may from time to 
time offer Participating Public Agencies the opportunity to acquire Products through other group 
purchasing agreements.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, and 
of the mutual benefits to result, the parties hereby agree as follows:

1. Each party will facilitate the cooperative procurement of Products.

2. The Participating Public Agencies shall procure Products in accordance with and 
subject to the relevant federal, state and local statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations that govern 
Participating Public Agency’s procurement practices. The Participating Public Agencies hereby 
acknowledge and agree that it is the intent of the parties that all provisions of this Agreement and 
that Principal Procurement Agencies’ participation in the program described herein comply with all 
applicable laws, including but not limited to the requirements of 42 C.F.R. § 1001.952(h), as may be 
amended from time to time. The Participating Public Agencies further acknowledge and agree that 
they are solely responsible for their compliance with all applicable “safe harbor” regulations, including 
but not limited to any and all obligations to fully and accurately report discounts and incentives.
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3. The Participating Public Agency represents and warrants that the Participating Public 
Agency is not a hospital or other healthcare provider and is not purchasing Products on behalf of a
hospital or healthcare provider.

4. The cooperative use of Master Agreements shall be in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Master Agreements, except as modification of those terms and conditions is 
otherwise required by applicable federal, state or local law, policies or procedures.

5. The Principal Procurement Agencies will make available, upon reasonable request, 
Master Agreement information which may assist in improving the procurement of Products by the 
Participating Public Agencies.

6. The Participating Public Agency agrees the OMNIA Partners Parties may provide 
access to group purchasing organization (“GPO”) agreements directly or indirectly by enrolling the 
Participating Public Agency in another GPO’s purchasing program provided the purchase of Products 
through the OMNIA Partners Parties or any other GPO shall be at the Participating Public Agency’s 
sole discretion.

7. The Participating Public Agencies (each a “Procuring Party”) that procure Products 
through any Master Agreement or GPO Product supply agreement (each a “GPO Contract”) will 
make timely payments to the distributor, manufacturer or other vendor (collectively, “Supplier”) for 
Products received in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Master Agreement or GPO 
Contract, as applicable. Payment for Products and inspections and acceptance of Products ordered 
by the Procuring Party shall be the exclusive obligation of such Procuring Party. Disputes between 
Procuring Party and any Supplier shall be resolved in accordance with the law and venue rules of 
the State of purchase unless otherwise agreed to by the Procuring Party and Supplier. 

8. The Procuring Party shall not use this Agreement as a method for obtaining additional 
concessions or reduced prices for purchase of similar products or services outside of the Master 
Agreement. Master Agreements may be structured with not-to-exceed pricing, in which cases the 
Supplier may offer the Procuring Party and the Procuring Party may accept lower pricing or additional 
concessions for purchase of Products through a Master Agreement.

9. The Procuring Party shall be responsible for the ordering of Products under this 
Agreement. A non-procuring party shall not be liable in any fashion for any violation by a Procuring 
Party, and, to the extent permitted by applicable law, the Procuring Party shall hold non-procuring 
party harmless from any liability that may arise from the acts or omissions of the Procuring Party. 

10. WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, THE OMNIA 
PARTNERS PARTIES EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS 
AND WARRANTIES REGARDING ANY PRODUCT, MASTER AGREEMENT AND GPO 
CONTRACT. THE OMNIA PARTNERS PARTIES SHALL NOT BE LIABLE IN ANY WAY FOR ANY 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, PUNITIVE, OR RELIANCE 
DAMAGES, EVEN IF THE OMNIA PARTNERS PARTIES ARE ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 
OF SUCH DAMAGES. FURTHER, THE PROCURING PARTY ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES 
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THAT THE OMNIA PARTNERS PARTIES SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY ACT OR 
OMISSION BY A SUPPLIER OR OTHER PARTY UNDER A MASTER AGREEMENT OR GPO 
CONTRACT. 

11. This Agreement shall remain in effect until termination by either party giving thirty (30) 
days’ written notice to the other party. The provisions of Paragraphs 6 - 10 hereof shall survive any 
such termination.

12. This Agreement shall take effect upon (i) execution of the Principal Procurement 
Agency Certificate, or (ii) registration on the OMNIA Partners, Public Sector website or the execution 
of this Agreement by a Participating Public Agency, as applicable.

NATIONAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
PURCHASING ALLIANCE COMPANY, A 
DELAWARE CORPORATION D/B/A OMNIA 
PARTNERS, PUBLIC SECTOR AND/OR 
COMMUNITIES PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, 
LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY D/B/A U.S. COMMUNITIES

Authorized Signature Signature
Sarah E. Vavra

Name Name
Sr. Vice President, Public Sector Contracting

Title and Agency Name Title

Date Date

“Exhibit C” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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EXHIBIT D

PRINCIPAL PROCUREMENT AGENCY CERTIFICATE, EXAMPLE

PRINCIPAL PROCUREMENT AGENCY CERTIFICATE

In its capacity as a Principal Procurement Agency (as defined below) for National 
Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance Company, a Delaware corporation d/b/a OMNIA Partners, 
Public Sector (“OMNIA Partners, Public Sector”), [NAME OF PPA] agrees to pursue Master 
Agreements for Products as specified in the attached Exhibits to this Principal Procurement Agency 
Certificate.

I hereby acknowledge, in my capacity as _____________ of and on behalf of [NAME OF PPA]
(“Principal Procurement Agency”), that I have read and hereby agree to the general terms and
conditions set forth in the attached Master Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement 
regulating the use of the Master Agreements and purchase of Products that from time to time are
made available by Principal Procurement Agencies to Participating Public Agencies nationwide 
through OMNIA Partners, Public Sector.

I understand that the purchase of one or more Products under the provisions of the Master 
Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement is at the sole and complete discretion of 
the Participating Public Agency.

Authorized Signature, [PRINCIPAL PROCUREMENT AGENCY]

Signature

Name

Title

Date

“Exhibit D” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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EXHIBIT E

CONTRACT SALES REPORTING TEMPLATE

“Exhibit E” will be filled out by CORE 
Construction Services of Texas, Inc. 
accordingly if awarded this project.
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EXHIBIT F

FEDERAL FUNDS CERTIFICATIONS

FEDERAL CERTIFICATIONS
ADDENDUM FOR AGREEMENT FUNDED BY U.S. FEDERAL GRANT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Participating Agencies may elect to use federal funds to purchase under the Master Agreement. This form should be 
completed and returned.
 
DEFINITIONS
Contract means a legal instrument by which a non–Federal entity purchases property or services needed to carry out the project 
or program under a Federal award. The term as used in this part does not include a legal instrument, even if the non–Federal 
entity considers it a contract, when the substance of the transaction meets the definition of a Federal award or subaward

Contractor means an entity that receives a contract as defined in Contract.

Cooperative agreement means a legal instrument of financial assistance between a Federal awarding agency or pass-through 
entity and a non–Federal entity that, consistent with 31 U.S.C. 6302–6305:

(a) Is used to enter into a relationship the principal purpose of which is to transfer anything of value from the Federal 
awarding agency or pass-through entity to the non–Federal entity to carry out a public purpose authorized by a law of the 
United States (see 31 U.S.C. 6101(3)); and not to acquire property or services for the Federal government or pass-through 
entity's direct benefit or use;
(b) Is distinguished from a grant in that it provides for substantial involvement between the Federal awarding agency or 
pass-through entity and the non–Federal entity in carrying out the activity contemplated by the Federal award.
(c) The term does not include:

(1) A cooperative research and development agreement as defined in 15 U.S.C. 3710a; or
(2) An agreement that provides only:

(i) Direct United States Government cash assistance to an individual;
(ii) A subsidy;
(iii) A loan;
(iv) A loan guarantee; or
(v) Insurance.

Federal awarding agency means the Federal agency that provides a Federal award directly to a non–Federal entity

Federal award has the meaning, depending on the context, in either paragraph (a) or (b) of this section: 
(a)(1) The Federal financial assistance that a non–Federal entity receives directly from a Federal awarding agency or 
indirectly from a pass-through entity, as described in § 200.101 Applicability; or

(2) The cost-reimbursement contract under the Federal Acquisition Regulations that a non–Federal entity 
receives directly from a Federal awarding agency or indirectly from a pass-through entity, as described in § 
200.101 Applicability.

(b) The instrument setting forth the terms and conditions. The instrument is the grant agreement, cooperative agreement, 
other agreement for assistance covered in paragraph (b) of § 200.40 Federal financial assistance, or the cost-
reimbursement contract awarded under the Federal Acquisition Regulations.
(c) Federal award does not include other contracts that a Federal agency uses to buy goods or services from a contractor 
or a contract to operate Federal government owned, contractor operated facilities (GOCOs).
(d) See also definitions of Federal financial assistance, grant agreement, and cooperative agreement.

Non–Federal entity means a state, local government, Indian tribe, institution of higher education (IHE), or nonprofit organization 
that carries out a Federal award as a recipient or subrecipient.

Nonprofit organization means any corporation, trust, association, cooperative, or other organization, not including IHEs, that:
(a) Is operated primarily for scientific, educational, service, charitable, or similar purposes in the public interest;
(b) Is not organized primarily for profit; and
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(c) Uses net proceeds to maintain, improve, or expand the operations of the organization.

Obligations means, when used in connection with a non–Federal entity's utilization of funds under a Federal award, orders 
placed for property and services, contracts and subawards made, and similar transactions during a given period that require 
payment by the non–Federal entity during the same or a future period.

Pass-through entity means a non–Federal entity that provides a subaward to a subrecipient to carry out part of a Federal 
program.

Recipient means a non–Federal entity that receives a Federal award directly from a Federal awarding agency to carry out an 
activity under a Federal program. The term recipient does not include subrecipients.

Simplified acquisition threshold means the dollar amount below which a non–Federal entity may purchase property or 
services using small purchase methods. Non–Federal entities adopt small purchase procedures in order to expedite the 
purchase of items costing less than the simplified acquisition threshold. The simplified acquisition threshold is set by the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation at 48 CFR Subpart 2.1 (Definitions) and in accordance with 41 U.S.C. 1908. As of the publication of this 
part, the simplified acquisition threshold is $150,000, but this threshold is periodically adjusted for inflation. (Also see definition 
of § 200.67 Micro-purchase.)

Subaward means an award provided by a pass-through entity to a subrecipient for the subrecipient to carry out part of a Federal 
award received by the pass-through entity. It does not include payments to a contractor or payments to an individual that is a 
beneficiary of a Federal program. A subaward may be provided through any form of legal agreement, including an agreement 
that the pass-through entity considers a contract.

Subrecipient means a non–Federal entity that receives a subaward from a pass-through entity to carry out part of a Federal 
program; but does not include an individual that is a beneficiary of such program. A subrecipient may also be a recipient of other 
Federal awards directly from a Federal awarding agency.

Termination means the ending of a Federal award, in whole or in part at any time prior to the planned end of period of 
performance.

The following certifications and provisions may be required and apply when Participating Agency expends federal funds for any
purchase resulting from this procurement process. Pursuant to 2 C.F.R. § 200.326, all contracts, including small purchases,
awarded by the Participating Agency and the Participating Agency’s subcontractors shall contain the procurement provisions of
Appendix II to Part 200, as applicable.

APPENDIX II TO 2 CFR PART 200
(A) Contracts for more than the simplified acquisition threshold currently set at $150,000, which is the inflation adjusted 
amount determined by the Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and the Defense Acquisition Regulations Council 
(Councils) as authorized by 41 U.S.C. 1908, must address administrative, contractual, or legal remedies in instances
where contractors violate or breach contract terms, and provide for such sanctions and penalties as appropriate.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (A) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds, the Participating Agency reserves all
rights and privileges under the applicable laws and regulations with respect to this procurement in the event of breach of contract
by either party.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(B) Termination for cause and for convenience by the grantee or subgrantee including the manner by which it will be
effected and the basis for settlement. (All contracts in excess of $10,000)
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (B) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds, the Participating Agency reserves the
right to immediately terminate any agreement in excess of $10,000 resulting from this procurement process in the event of a
breach or default of the agreement by Offeror as detailed in the terms of the contract.
 

Does offeror agree?  YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(C) Equal Employment Opportunity. Except as otherwise provided under 41 CFR Part 60, all contracts that meet the
definition of “federally assisted construction contract” in 41 CFR Part 60-1.3 must include the equal opportunity clause 
provided under 41 CFR 60-1.4(b), in accordance with Executive Order 11246, “Equal Employment Opportunity” (30
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CFR 12319, 12935, 3 CFR Part, 1964-1965 Comp., p. 339), as amended by Executive Order 11375, “Amending Executive
Order 11246 Relating to Equal Employment Opportunity,” and implementing regulations at 41 CFR part 60, “Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Equal Employment Opportunity, Department of Labor.”
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (C) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds on any federally assisted construction
contract, the equal opportunity clause is incorporated by reference herein.
 

Does offeror agree to abide by the above?  YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror

(D) Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 3141-3148). When required by Federal program legislation, all prime
construction contracts in excess of $2,000 awarded by non-Federal entities must include a provision for compliance 
with the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 3141-3144, and 3146-3148) as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations
(29 CFR Part 5, “Labor Standards Provisions Applicable to Contracts Covering Federally Financed and Assisted
Construction”). In accordance with the statute, contractors must be required to pay wages to laborers and mechanics
at a rate not less than the prevailing wages specified in a wage determination made by the Secretary of Labor. In 
addition, contractors must be required to pay wages not less than once a week. The non-Federal entity must place a
copy of the current prevailing wage determination issued by the Department of Labor in each solicitation. The decision
to award a contract or subcontract must be conditioned upon the acceptance of the wage determination. The non
- Federal entity must report all suspected or reported violations to the Federal awarding agency. The contracts must
also include a provision for compliance with the Copeland “Anti-Kickback” Act (40 U.S.C. 3145), as supplemented by
Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 3, “Contractors and Subcontractors on Public Building or Public Work
Financed in Whole or in Part by Loans or Grants from the United States”). The Act provides that each contractor or 
subrecipient must be prohibited from inducing, by any means, any person employed in the construction, completion, or 
repair of public work, to give up any part of the compensation to which he or she is otherwise entitled. The non-Federal 
entity must report all suspected or reported violations to the Federal awarding agency. 
Pursuant to Federal Rule (D) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds during the term of an award for all
contracts and subgrants for construction or repair, offeror will be in compliance with all applicable Davis-Bacon Act provisions.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(E) Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 3701-3708). Where applicable, all contracts awarded by
the non-Federal entity in excess of $100,000 that involve the employment of mechanics or laborers must include a
provision for compliance with 40 U.S.C. 3702 and 3704, as supplemented by Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR 
Part 5). Under 40 U.S.C. 3702 of the Act, each contractor must be required to compute the wages of every mechanic and
laborer on the basis of a standard work week of 40 hours. Work in excess of the standard work week is permissible 
provided that the worker is compensated at a rate of not less than one and a half times the basic rate of pay for all 
hours worked in excess of 40 hours in the work week. The requirements of 40 U.S.C. 3704 are applicable to construction
work and provide that no laborer or mechanic must be required to work in surroundings or under working conditions
which are unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous. These requirements do not apply to the purchases of supplies or
materials or articles ordinarily available on the open market, or contracts for transportation or transmission of
intelligence.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (E) above, when a Participating Agency expends federal funds, offeror certifies that offeror will be in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act during the term of an award for
all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement process.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(F) Rights to Inventions Made Under a Contract or Agreement. If the Federal award meets the definition of “funding
agreement” under 37 CFR §401.2 (a) and the recipient or subrecipient wishes to enter into a contract with a small 
business firm or nonprofit organization regarding the substitution of parties, assignment or performance of 
experimental, developmental, or research work under that “funding agreement,” the recipient or subrecipient must 
comply with the requirements of 37 CFR Part 401, “Rights to Inventions Made by Nonprofit Organizations and Small 
Business Firms Under Government Grants, Contracts and Cooperative Agreements,” and any implementing regulations
issued by the awarding agency.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (F) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement process, the offeror agrees to
comply with all applicable requirements as referenced in Federal Rule (F) above.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
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(G) Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q.) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251-1387), as 
amended—Contracts and subgrants of amounts in excess of $150,000 must contain a provision that requires the non-
Federal award to agree to comply with all applicable standards, orders or regulations issued pursuant to the Clean Air 
Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q) and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251- 1387). Violations
must be reported to the Federal awarding agency and the Regional Office of the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA)
Pursuant to Federal Rule (G) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency member resulting from this procurement process, the offeror
agrees to comply with all applicable requirements as referenced in Federal Rule (G) above.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(H) Debarment and Suspension (Executive Orders 12549 and 12689)—A contract award (see 2 CFR 180.220) must not be
made to parties listed on the government wide exclusions in the System for Award Management (SAM), in accordance
with the Executive Office of the President Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidelines at 2 CFR 180 that
implement Executive Orders 12549 (3 CFR part 1986 Comp., p. 189) and 12689 (3 CFR part 1989 Comp., p. 235),
“Debarment and Suspension.” SAM Exclusions contains the names of parties debarred, suspended, or otherwise
excluded by agencies, as well as parties declared ineligible under statutory or regulatory authority other than Executive
Order 12549.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (H) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement process, the offeror certifies that
neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded
from participation by any federal department or agency. If at any time during the term of an award the offeror or its principals 
becomes debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation by any 
federal department or agency, the offeror will notify the Participating Agency.
 
Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
(I) Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31 U.S.C. 1352)—Contractors that apply or bid for an award exceeding $100,000
must file the required certification. Each tier certifies to the tier above that it will not and has not used Federal 
appropriated funds to pay any person or organization for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee
of any agency, a member of Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in 
connection with obtaining any Federal contract, grant or any other award covered by 31 U.S.C. 1352. Each tier must 
also disclose any lobbying with non-Federal funds that takes place in connection with obtaining any Federal award. 
Such disclosures are forwarded from tier to tier up to the non-Federal award.
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule (I) above, when federal funds are expended by Participating Agency, the offeror certifies that during
the term and after the awarded term of an award for all contracts by Participating Agency resulting from this procurement 
process, the offeror certifies that it is in compliance with all applicable provisions of the Byrd Anti-Lobbying Amendment (31
U.S.C. 1352). The undersigned further certifies that:
(1)  No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid for on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing
or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of congress,
or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of a Federal contract, the making of a Federal grant,
the making of a Federal loan, the entering into a cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment,
or modification of a Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
(2)  If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of congress,
or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal grant or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall
complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying”, in accordance with its instructions.
(3)  The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award documents for all covered
sub-awards exceeding $100,000 in Federal funds at all appropriate tiers and that all subrecipients shall certify and disclose
accordingly.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 

RECORD RETENTION REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTS INVOLVING FEDERAL FUNDS
 

When federal funds are expended by Participating Agency for any contract resulting from this procurement process, offeror
certifies that it will comply with the record retention requirements detailed in 2 CFR § 200.333. The offeror further certifies that
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offeror will retain all records as required by 2 CFR § 200.333 for a period of three years after grantees or subgrantees
submit final expenditure reports or quarterly or annual financial reports, as applicable, and all other pending matters are closed.

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror 
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT

When Participating Agency expends federal funds for any contract resulting from this procurement process, offeror certifies that
it will comply with the mandatory standards and policies relating to energy efficiency which are contained in the state energy
conservation plan issued in compliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6321 et seq.; 49 C.F.R. Part 18).

 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH BUY AMERICA PROVISIONS
 

To the extent purchases are made with Federal Highway Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, or Federal Transit 
Administration funds, offeror certifies that its products comply with all applicable provisions of the Buy America Act and 
agrees to provide such certification or applicable waiver with respect to specific products to any Participating Agency upon
request. Purchases made in accordance with the Buy America Act must still follow the applicable procurement rules calling
for free and open competition.

 
Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror

 
CERTIFICATION OF ACCESS TO RECORDS – 2 C.F.R. § 200.336

 

Offeror agrees that the Inspector General of the Agency or any of their duly authorized representatives shall have access to any
documents, papers, or other records of offeror that are pertinent to offeror’s discharge of its obligations under the Contract for
the purpose of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcriptions. The right also includes timely and reasonable access
to offeror’s personnel for the purpose of interview and discussion relating to such documents.
Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 

CERTIFICATION OF APPLICABILITY TO SUBCONTRACTORS
 

Offeror agrees that all contracts it awards pursuant to the Contract shall be bound by the foregoing terms and conditions.
 

Does offeror agree? YES Initials of Authorized Representative of offeror
 
 

Offeror agrees to comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations and ordinances, as applicable. It is 
further acknowledged that offeror certifies compliance with all provisions, laws, acts, regulations, etc. as
specifically noted above.

Offeror’s Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address, City, State, and Zip Code: _____________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number:___________________________________ Fax Number: 
______________________________________

Printed Name and Title of Authorized
Representative:______________________________________________________________________

Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Authorized Representative: ____________________________________Date: _____________________________

CORE Construction Services of Texas, Inc.

10625 North County Road, Frisco, TX 75033

972-668-9340
972-668-9351

Gary Frazier, President

garyfrazier@coreconstruction.com

January 8, 2020
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EXHIBIT G

NEW JERSEY BUSINESS COMPLIANCE

NEW JERSEY BUSINESS COMPLIANCE

Suppliers intending to do business in the State of New Jersey must comply with policies and 
procedures required under New Jersey statues.  All offerors submitting proposals must
complete the following forms specific to the State of New Jersey. Completed forms should be
submitted with the offeror’s response to the RFP.  Failure to complete the New Jersey packet 
will impact OMNIA Partners, Public Sector’s ability to promote the Master Agreement in the 
State of New Jersey.

DOC #1 Ownership Disclosure Form 

DOC #2 Non-Collusion Affidavit

DOC #3 Affirmative Action Affidavit

DOC #4 Political Contribution Disclosure Form

DOC #5 Stockholder Disclosure Certification

DOC #6 Certification of Non-Involvement in Prohibited Activities in Iran

DOC #7 New Jersey Business Registration Certificate

New Jersey suppliers are required to comply with the following New Jersey statutes when 
applicable:

• all anti-discrimination laws, including those contained in N.J.S.A. 10:2-1 through N.J.S.A. 
10:2-14, N.J.S.A. 10:5-1, and N.J.S.A. 10:5-31 through 10:5-38;

• Prevailing Wage Act, N.J.S.A. 34:11-56.26, for all contracts within the contemplation of the 
Act;

• Public Works Contractor Registration Act, N.J.S.A. 34:11-56.26; and

• Bid and Performance Security, as required by the applicable municipal or state statutes.

CORE is not doing business in the State of New Jersey, therefore the forms 
under Exhibit G do not apply.
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